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Solar heat is the acknowledged
driving forcefor climaticchange.However,ice sheetsare alsocapable
of causingclimaticchange.This property of ice sheetsderivesfrom the facts that ice and rock are
crystallinewhereasthe oceansand atmosphere
arefluidsandthat icesheetsaremassiveenoughto depress
the earth's crust well below sealevel. These featuresallow time constantsfor glacial flow and isostatic
compensation
to be muchlargerthan thosefor oceanand atmosphericcirculationand thereforesomewhat independentof the solarvariationsthat controlthis circulation.This reviewexaminesthe natureof
dynamicprocesses
in icestreamsthat giveicesheetstheir degreeof independent
behaviorandemphasizes
the consequences
of viscoplastic
instabilityinherentin anisotropicpolycrystallinesolidssuchas glacial
ice. Viscoplasticinstabilityand subglacialtopographyare responsible
for the formationof ice streams
near ice sheetmarginsgroundedbelow sea level. As a resuRthe West Antarctic marine ice sheetis
inherentlyunstableandcanbe rapidlycarvedawayby calvingbayswhichmigrateup surgingicestreams.
Analysesof tidal flexurealongfloatingicestreammargins,stressandvelocityfieldsin icestreams,and ice
streamboundaryconditionsare presentedand usedto interpretERTS 1 photomosaics
for West Antarctica in termsof characteristic
ice sheetcrevasse
patternsthat can be usedto monitor icestreamsurgesand
to studycalvingbay dynamics.

1.

INTRODUCTION

rizedin Figure 1 and consists
6f 10 postulates.
(1) During

The basicpropositionof this review is that West Antarctic global ice agesthe Antarctic ice sheetexpandsto the edge of
ice streamsare inherentlyunstablecomponentsof the Antarc- the Antarctic continental shelf, shown by the dashed 500-m
tic ice sheet and, by controlling the stability of the marine bathymetry contour in Figure 1. (2) Glacial flow near the ice
sheet margin becomesconcentratedin fjords and channels
portion of this ice sheet, are capable of influencingglobal
betweenmountainsand islandsalong the coastto form outlet
climatic stability. Beforethis propositioncan be developed,it
is usefulto definecertain glaciologicalterms. An ice sheetis a glaciersand icestreams,shownby the dottedareasin Figure 1.
continent-sizedmass of ice and snow thick enough to flow (3) At the end of an ice agetheseoutlet glaciersand ice streams
punchthrough the ablating ice shelvesfringingAntarctica and
under its own weight, behavingas a unified dynamic system,
and consistingof terrestrialportionsgroundedon continental surgealong glaciallyerodedbedrocktroughs,as shownby the
shields that are above sea level when unglaciated, marine arrows in Figure 1. (4) The Ross and Filchner-Ronne ice
portions groundedon continentalshelvesthat are below sea shelveswere createdbecauseice shelfgroundinglinesretreated
levelwhenunglaciated,and floatingportionscallediceshelves. up surgingWest Antarctic ice streamsfasterthan the ice shelf
Ice sheetsform from growingmountainglaciersand from the marginsretreatedby icebergcalving.(5) Retreat of an iceshelf
coalescence
of ice caps,which are groundedand have centers grounding line is slowed when the surging ice streamsand
of spreadingcalled ice domes.Ice shelvesform from thick- outlet glacierscan no longer effectivelypunch through the ice
ening sea ice and from the coalescence
of ice streams,which shelf. (6) Retreat of the ice shelfgroundingline stopswhen it
are fast-flowingcurrentsof ice in marineice capsor the marine reacheshigh bedrockup-down sillsin ice streamchannelsand
portion of an ice sheet.Outlet glaciersareicestreamsthat flow upward steps in glacier fjords. (7) Foredeepeningby glacial
erosion creates low sills at the front of ice stream channels
in fjords through coastalmountains.Ice risesare ice domes
ending
at the edgeof the continentalshelfand high stepsat the
which existwhere ice shelvesare groundedon bedrockpinning
rear
of
outlet glacierfjords beginningat the edgeof the contipoints.
nental shield.(8) The Antarctic ice sheetis primarily grounded
Perhapsonly two icesheetscanform on our planet[Hughes,
1975a;Hugheset al., 1977], an Arctic ice sheet(of which the over a continentalshieldin its easternhemisphereportion and
Greenland ice sheetis a remnant) and an Antarctic ice sheet a continentalshelf in its westernhemisphereportion, so the
(which has predominantlyterrestrialice domesin its eastern East Antarctic ice sheet is inherently stable becauseoutlet
glacier groundinglines cannot retreat beyondhigh steps,and
hemisphereportion and predominantlymarineice domesin its
westernhemisphereportion). In this reviewthe termsice dome the West Antarctic ice sheetis inherentlyunstablebecauseice
and ice shelfare usedto distinguishthe groundedand floating streamgroundinglinescan retreat beyondlow sills.(9) A basal
water layer uncouplesice from the bed under outlet glaciers
portions of an ice sheet.
and
ice streams,giving them concavesurfaceswhich migrate
Recent studies [Hughes, 1972a, 1973a, b, 1974, 1975a, b,
1976; Johnsenet al., 1972; Whillans, 1973; Langway et al., into the heart of an ice sheetduring a surgebecauseice-bed
1974; Weertman,1974;Dentonand Borns.1974;Thomas,1976] uncoupling moves inland ahead of a retreating ice shelf
have examined various aspectsof the question, 'Is the West groundingline. (10) The West Antarctic ice sheetis presently
Antarctic ice sheetdisintegrating?'
This propositionis summa- disintegrating,stable, or growing, dependingon whether the
surfaceinflectionlines and ice shelfgroundinglinesassociated
with West Antarctic ice streamsare retreating, stationary, or
advancing.
xAlso at National Centerfor AtmosphericResearch,Boulder,ColThe above 10 postulatescan be testedby an intensiveinorado 80307.
vestigationof the dynamicsof outlet glaciersand ice streams.
Copyright¸ 1977by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Byrd Glacier beginsas an ice streambehindthe Transantarctic
Paper number 6R0700.
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Fig. 1. The role of ice streamsin disintegrationof the West Antarctic ice sheetduring the Holocene. Letters A through
U identify the major West Antarctic ice streamspresentlyactive, the lettersbeinglocatedat the ice dome-ice shelfjunction.
Dotted areason the ice dome side of the junction identify the concavesurgebasinsof the ice streams.Dotted areason the
ice shelf side of the junction identify the bedrock troughseroded by the surgingice streamswhen they retreated from the
continental shelf margin. The dashedline identifiesthe continental shelf margin of West Antarctica and the approximate
limit of the West Antarctic ice domes during the Wisconsin.The solid line identifiesthe presentlimit of the West Antarctic
ice domes. The hatchured lines identify the presentlimits of West Antarctic ice shelves.Black areas identify unglaciated
regionsand regionswhere glaciatedmountainsproject above the ice sheet. Arrows show the continuity betweenpast and
present ice streamsduring disintegrationof the West Antarctic ice sheet. These arrows emphasizethe fact that present
Antarctic outlet glaciersare merely the remnantsof huge ice streamsthat extendedto the continentalshelf margin during
the Wisconsinand retreatedduring the Holoceneto the mountain barrier separatingshelfportionsfrom shieldportionsof
the Antarctic continent and the correspondingmarine portions from terrestrial portions of-the Antarctic ice sheet.
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TABLE 1. ApproximateEquilibrium
Velocity

1100-m contour g

Width?
km

Depth,ø
km

Velocity,c Velocity,c
m/yr
m/yr

120

--,1.1

--,ll7

Fjord entranceh

28

--,1.6

--,344

Grounding zone'

23

1.9

352

Fjord exit•

32

0.8

600

Lateral rift •

41

0.7

536

Length,
km

Travel
Time, yr

Change,
m/yr

230

45

196

+ 227

348

40

115

+ 8

476

50

105

+248

546

26

46

-64

aMeasured acrossglacier surface.

øMeasuredalongcrosssectionX-X' with depthsextrapolatedacrossregionswherebottomradar
reflections

vanish.

•'Basedon velocityprofile measuredacrosscrosssectionY-Y', surfacewidth (26 km) and mean ice
thickness(0.8 km) at crosssection Y-Y', and measuredsurface widths and sectionX-X' thicknesses
of other crosssections,assumingthat ice flux acrossall crosssectionswas constantand surfacemass
balance between cross sections was nil.

dUpstreamdepth,Lz'; downstreamdepth,Lz". Upstreamwidth, Ly'; downstream
width, Ly".
eGivenby e, = In (L,"/L,'), e• = In (Ly"/L•'), ex = -(• + •).

Mountains,becomesan outlet glacieras it passesthroughthe
mountains,and endsas an ice streampenetratingthe RossIce
Shelf.Figure2 and Table 1 suggest
someimportantfeaturesof
Byrd Glacier. (1) Byrd Glacier has the velocityand chaotic
surfacecharacteristic
of a surge.(2) The surgecannotpropa-

following sections.First, the important role of ice crystal
anisotropyin globalclimaticstabilityis pinpointedby analyzing stable,unstable,and metastableequilibriumin termsof the
cryosphere,hydrosphere,and atmospherecomponentsof the

earth's climatic machine; the ice dome, ice stream, and ice shelf
components of the cryosphere;and the elastic, slow visgrounding line cannot propagatebeyond a bedrock step at coplastic,and fast viscoplasticstagesof polycrystallineice
the end of Byrd Glacier fjord. (3) Surfaceelevationcontours deformation.Second,an attempt is made to quantitatively
show that Byrd Glacier has a concavesurfaceon the ice dome relate ice crystalanisotropyto viscoplasticinstabilityduring
sideof the groundingline and a convexsurfaceon the ice shelf the deformationof polycrystalline
ice.Third, thisquantitative
sideof the groundingline, consistent
with extendingand com- relationshipis appliedto elastic-viscoplastic
tidal flexurealong
pressiveflow in theserespectiveregions.(4) Transverse,shear, the ice dome-iceshelfjunction of ice streamsand outlet glaand longitudinalcrevasses
predominatefor the regionsof con- ciers.Fourth, the stressand velocityfieldsof ice streamsand
verging,laminar,and divergingflow in the ice dome,icefjord, outlet glaciersare describedfor homogeneousflow and comand ice shelfportionsof Byrd Glacier, respectively.
(5) High pared with nonhomogeneous
flow related to viscoplasticincrevassedensity, indicated by regions where aerial radar stability arising from crystal anisotropyin glacial ice. Fifth,
soundingsignalsare not returned,decreases
abruptly across boundaryconditionsalongthe sides,at the groundingline,
gate into the East Antarctic ice sheetbecausethe RossIce Shelf

the groundingline whichseparates
the groundedand floating
parts of Byrd Glacier and acrossthe maximumslopesurface
inflection lines which separateByrd Glacier from the ice
domesand the ice shelf. (6) Changesin crevasseorientation
and densityrequirechangesin the directionand magnitudeof
the principal surfacestrain rates, which require ice recrystallizationto createnewgrain fabrics.(7) Rapid upstreamice
thickeningtowardthe groundingline of thefloatingportionof
Byrd Glacier and ice flux calculationssuggestnonequilibrium
conditionsand groundingline advance.(8) The velocityprofile acrossByrd Glacier, determinedby monitoringcrevasse
migrationsby meansof aerial photogrammetry,is a measure
of the frictionalresistanceof the fjord wallsto glacialflow. (9)
The longitudinaland transversecrosssectionsacrossByrd
Glacier suggestbroad and narrow grounding zones with
pinned and hingedboundary conditionsduring tidal flexure,
respectively.(10) Seawaterenteringbottom crevasses
during
tidal flexureallowsthem to migrate upward and meet surface
crevasses,
therebyprovidingthe only breakin continuityof the
ice dome-ice stream-iceshelfdynamic system,as can be seen
by the lateral rifts in the floatingportion of Byrd Glacier that
begin in tidal flexure zones along the sidesof Byrd Glacier
fjord.

All these featureswill be examinedmore closelyin the

and on the surface of an ice stream are related to zones of

viscoplastic
instability,ice shelfconstraints,and crevasse
patterns,respectively.Sixth, the relationshipbetweenviscoplastic
instabilityand surfacecrevassepatternsis appliedto photo
interpretationof ERTS 1 imageryto investigatethe character
of icestreams,outletglaciers,iceshelves,
icerises,and calving
bays associatedwith the West Antarctic ice sheet.
2.

STABLE,UNSTABLE,AND METASTABLEEQUILIBRIUM

a. Cryosphere-Hydrosphere-A
tmosphere
ClimaticStability
Solar energydrivesthe earth's climatic machine,and varia-

tions in solar input provide the primary triggerfor climatic
fluctuations,given the presentdistributionof continentsand
oceans.Thesevariationsarecausedby changesin solaroutput
(correlatedwith sunspotactivity and reversalsin polarity of
the sun'smagneticfield), changesin solarradiationreaching
the earth (correlatedwith variationsin the eccentricityof the
earth'sorbit), changesin the amount of solarradiation reaching variouslatitudeson the earth's surface(correlatedwith
variations in the tilt of the earth's rotation axis relative to its

orbital plane), changesin the amount of solar radiation filtered through the earth's atmosphere(correlatedwith atmo-
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Strain Rates Expected for Byrd Glacier
Normalized

Distance

Changea

Straine

L•"/L•'

Ly"/Ly'

1.451

0.233

ez
'• '+0.372

Strain Rate/10-8/yr

ey

ex

•z

•y

- 1.457

+ 1.085

+ 1.9

ix

-7.4

+ 5.5

(+5.1)
1.187

0.821

+0.171

-0.197

+0.026

+ 1.5

- 1.7

+0.2

(+0.2)
0.421

1.390

-0.865

+0.329

+0.536

-8.2

+3.1

+5.1

(+5.0)
0.875

1.280

-0.134

+0.247

-0.113

-2.9

+5.4

-2.5

(-2.5)

fCalculated by dividing strains by travel times. Strain rate dx was also calculatedby dividing
velocitychangeby lengthand is givenin parentheses.
gApproximatemaximum slope surfaceinflectionline marking beginningof Byrd Glacier.
hCoincidesapproximatelywith 600-m elevation contour.
'Assumedto occur where radar reflectionsvanish at bottom surface along cross sectionX-X'.
JLocatedat beginningof lateral rift zone separatingfloating part of Byrd Glacier from RossIce
Shelf.

•End of southern lateral rift used because rift is shortest.

sphericturbidity,cloudiness,
and carbondioxidecontent),and
radiation changescausedby combinationsof thesevariations.
Sincesomevariationsare periodicand othersare not, the net
solar energyflux variesin a semipredictableway from the 11yr sunspotcycle to the 96,600-yr cycleof orbital eccentricity
variations. Known variations in solar output are small and
short term in comparisonwith variationsin solarinput to the
earth causedby changingplanetarymotions.Hencethe former
affect weather, and the latter affect climate.

The cryosphere,hydrosphere,and atmospherecomponents
of the earth'sclimaticmachinehavemarkedlydifferentpropertiesdeterminedby their solid, liquid, and gaseousphysical
states and their differences in mass and distribution

over the

earth's surface.Thesedifferencesand their consequences
for
climatic stability have been discussedelsewhere [Hughes,
1973a]. Thesepropertiesare comparedin Table 2.
The hydrosphereconsistsmainly of the oceans.The heat
capacity, mass, and momentum of the climatic machine are
essentiallyoceanvalues,so the thermal and dynamicinertia of
the oceansmaintainsthe overallclimaticstabilitywhichmakes
our planet habitable. Variations in solar input causesmall
short-termand large long-term perturbationsin this fundamental climatic stability.
.
Short-term perturbations affect atmosphericcirculation.
The atmosphereconsistsmainly of the troposphere.The kineticenergyof the climaticmachineis essentially
tropospheric

kinetic energy. However, the tropospherehas the lowest mass
and highestvelocity of all componentsin the earth's climatic
machine.Hence variationsin its kinetic energydue to changes
in solar input do not result in momentum changesthat are
large enoughand long enough to changeoceanicmomentum.
Consequently,the atmospherecontrols only small short-term
climatic variations suchas changesin weather.

Long-termperturbationsaffectcryosphericflow. The cryosphere,especiallythe flowing cryosphere,consitsmainly of ice
sheets.The massand heat capacityof ice sheetsare a significant fraction of those for the oceanicsurfacelayer driven by
atmosphericwinds. By changingsealevel,ice sheetsadjustthis
fraction and regulate the surfacearea of ocean-atmosphere
coupling. External ice sheet flow (growth and decay of ice
sheets)is solardriven becauseice sheetsare part of the cryosphere-hydrosphere-atmosphere
climatic machine.But internal ice sheet flow (creep deformation and basal sliding) is
gravity driven becauseice is a crystallinesolid.Time constants
for both typesof flow and for crustalisostaticadjustmentsto
growing or decaying ice sheets are much slower than, and
henceindependentof, thosefor oceanand atmosphericcirculation. Thesefeaturesof ice sheetsallow ice sheetdynamicsto
changethe dynamicsof the earth's climatic machineand at the
same time maintain a degreeof independencefrom the climatic machine. Consequently,ice sheetshelp control large
long-termclimaticvariationssuchasglacial-interglacialages.

TABLE 2. SelectedPhysicalCharacteristicsof the Componentsof the Cryosphere-HydrosphereAtmosphereDynamic System

Cryosphere
Land

Sea

Componentcirculationtime,yr
H•.Oresidence
time,yr
Heat capacity,cal/øC
Mass,kg

1 X 104
I X 105
1 X 10•'•'
3 X 10•9

2X
5X
I X
5X

10ø
10-•
10•*
10•6

Momentum, kgm/yr
Kinetic energy,kg m•'/yr•'

9 X 10•'ø
3 X 11Y
•'

3 X 10•'8
2 X 1080

Hydrosphere
Deep

1X
5X
1X
1X

1•
108
10•4
11Y
•

1 X 10•'5
1 X 11Y
9

Surface

1X
1X
5X
1X

10•4
11Y
11Y
•
10•'ø

1 X 100'7
I X 1084

Atmosphere

5X
I X
6 X
5X

10-•'
10-•'
10•'ø
l018

2 X 100'7
8 X 1085
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combinewith continentaldrift to regulatethe earth's climatic
machine.

b. Ice Dome-Ice Stream-Ice Shelf Stability

I curve-- I
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Metastability in the cryospherecomponent of the earth's
climatic machine is a result of inherent stable, unstable, and
i
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metastableequilibriumconditionswhich existin the polar ice
cover.Equilibriumin the polar ice coverconsistsof a delicate
mass balance relationshipbetween ice on land and on sea.
Thickening of land ice causesice capsto expand onto conti-

i

nental shelveswhich are below sealevel. Thickeningof seaice
causespack ice to be transformedinto ice shelves.
i
i
i
Ice capsgroundedon continentalshieldsform from snow
TIME
fields over land which is above sea level when unglaciated.
Examplesof glaciatedcontinentalshieldsare East Antarctica
and Greenland at presentand Canada and Scandinaviain the
1
past. Ice caps spreadingover continentalshieldsare in relatively stableequilibriumbecausesheetflowextendsto the margin, permitting strong ice-bed coupling along the margin.
Stableequilibriumresultswhen the ice cap is able to adjust
reversiblyto climatic perturbationswhich change its mass
metastable
unstable
stable
balanceregime [Nye, 1960a; Weertman, 1961].
-- equilibrium equilibrium
equilibrium
Ice capsgroundedon continentalshelvesform from a comATOMIC
DISPLACEMENT
•
bination of thickeningsea ice and transgressionof land ice
Fig. 3. Viscoplasticinstability in ice streamsand outlet glaciers from continental shields as sea level falls. Examples of glarelated to the flow curve, the creep curve, and the energy curve for
ciated continental shelvesare West Antarctica at presentand
polycrystallineice. The five stagesof strain in polycrystallineice are
elastic strain (stage 1), transient strain (stage 2), slow steady state the BarentsSea in the past. Ice capsgroundedon continental
shelvesare in relativelyunstableequilibriumbecausesheetflow
strain (stage3), transitional strain (stage4), and fast steadystatestrain
(stage 5). These stagesare defined by the creep curve (strain versus becomesstreamflowat the margin, resultingin strongice-bed
time). On the flow curve (strain versus stress)the elastic limit stress uncoupling along the margin. Streamflow results because
coincideswith the end of stage 1, the upper yield stresscoincideswith
mountains and islandstypically exist along continentalmarthe middle of stage 3, and the lower yield stresscoincideswith the
beginning of stage 5. On the energy curve, metastableequilibrium gins,soice mustflow betweenmountainsasoutletglaciersand
existsduring stage 1, unstableequilibrium existsduring stage3, and
betweenislandsas ice streams.Ice-bed uncouplingis a result
stableequilibrium existsduring stage5, the transition from metastable of basalwater generatedby the frictional heat of ice deformato unstableequilibrium occurring during stage 2 and the transition
tion in streamflow.Unstable equilibrium resultswhen the ice
from unstableto stable equilibrium occurring during stage4. Hence
sheetadjustsirreversiblyto climatic perturbationswhich inthe energy curve has zero slopesduring the time-independentstages1,
fluenceprecipitationand sealevel. Ice sheetsgroundedbelow
3, and 5 and maximum slopesduring the time-dependentstages2 and
4, which representrates of zero and maximum energychange,respec- sea level on continental shelvesare inherently unstablewith
tively. The interfacesbetweenthe ice dome, ice stream, and ice shelf in
respectto these external climatic perturbations[Weertman,
the ice sheetdynamicsystemare regionswhereviscoplasticinstability
1974],internal glacialperturbationswhich causeice streamsto
occurs.Viscoplasticinstabilityoccursat the strainwherethe creepand
surge[Hughes,1975a,1976],and the delayedisostaticresponse
flow curves coincide and causesrecrystallizationof glacial ice. A
transition from flow dominated by hard glide to flow dominatedby
of crustalloadingor unloadingby ice sheets[Thomas,1976].
stic i stability

/

/
• ...........

•

•

/

•
•

•
•

i
i

easy glide which causesa strain rate increase•5 = 10 i, in the creep
curve (constantstress)causesa stressdecreasea5 = 10-•/*a, in the flow
curve (constant strain rate), since • cc a 3 for ice.

Iceshelves
arenecessary
to stabiiize
a polaricecovercon-

sistingof sea ice and land ice groundedon both continental
shields(terrestrialice domes) and continentalshelves(marine
ice domes),becausethe ice streamsdrainingmarine ice domes
Each major component of the earth's cryosphere-hydro- can plow throughthin pack ice but not thick shelfice. Hence
sphere-atmosphere
climatic machine plays a unique role in ice shelvesbuttressin the inherentlyunstablemarine ice sheets
determiningclimatic equilibrium. Oceansconstitutethe com- by stabilizingsurgesof its icestreams.Without thisbuttressing
ponent which respondsreversiblyto variationsin solarinput effect of ice shelvesthe ice stream surgeswould be unstable
and would draw the marine ice dome down until it became a
and is therefore in a state of stable equilibrium which acts to
maintain a steadystate climate. The troposphereis the com- floating ice shelf. A climatic perturbation which removesthe
ponentwhichrespondsirreversiblyto variationsin solarinput fringing ice shelfthereforealso removesthe marine ice dome
and is therefore in a state of unstable equilibrium which can and thereby fundamentally changesthe equilibrium of the
sustainonly small short-termclimate changes.Ice sheetscon- whole polar ice cover.An ice shelfhas two equilibriumlines,
stitute the componenthaving internal independentbehavior one along its calving margin which is controlled by atmowhich respondsreversiblyto small variations in solar input spheric temperature and one on its undersidewhich is conand having external dependentbehavior which respondsir- trolled by both oceantemperatureand salinity[Mercer, 1968].
reversibly to large variations in solar input. Therefore ice Since ice shelvesare almost flat, a small climatic fluctuation
sheetsexist in a state of metastableequilibrium which can which influencesatmospherictemperatureand oceantempersustain large long-term climate changes.The metastability, ature or salinitycan causelarge displacements
of the ice shelf
size, and distribution of ice sheets enable them to cause cliequilibrium lines. All portionsof the ice shelfon the ablation
matic change, as well as to be affected by climatic change, side of the equilibrium lines must eventually disappearif the
whereasthe oceansand atmosphereare only affectedby cli- climatic perturbation lasts long enough. Since small permatic change.It seemsthat solar input and ice sheetdynamics turbations are generally of shorter duration than large per-
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turbations, the ice shelf margin advancesor retreats reversibly
for small perturbations and irreversibly for large perturbations.

Hence the ice shelf exists in a state of metastable

equilibrium.
During ice ages,both the arctic and the antarctichave polar
ice sheetsconsistingof unified ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf
dynamic systemshaving stable,unstable,and metastablecomponents. Today, only the antarctic ice sheet has these components.Specifically,the marine West Antarctic ice domesare
held in unstableequilibriumbetweenthe terrestrialEast Antarctic ice domes in stable equilibrium and the Ross, FilchnerRonne, and smaller ice shelvesin metastableequilibrium. If
theseice shelvesdisappear,asthey probablydid duringthe last
interglacial [Mercer, 1968], ice stream surgeswill be uncontained and will lead to rapid disintegrationof the inherently
unstableWest Antarctic ice domes. Hence only the inherently
stable

East Antarctic

and Greenland

ice domes can be ex-

pectedto surviveduring a full prolongedinterglacialage. Even
though external [ Weertman,1961, 1964a]and internal [ Wilson,
1964;Budd, 1975]instabilitymechanismscan theoreticallyalso
reduce these ice domes, there is no conclusive evidence from

sealevelsthat the mechanismsoperatedon a large scaleduring
interglacialsin East Antarctica and Greenland. Hollin [1972]
discusses
the evidencefor this type of surge.
c. ViscoplasticInstability in
PolycrystallineIce

Unstable equilibrium inherentin marine ice domesis related
partly to time variationsin the progressiveuncouplingof ice
from bedrockacrossthe icedome-iceshelfjunction and partly
to time variations in the deformation of ice itself. Figure 3
relatesthe flow curve(stressversusstrain) and the creepcurve
(strain versustime) to conditionsof metastable,unstable,and
stable equilibrium in glacial ice during deformation. Viscoplastic instability occurs at the strain where the flow and
creep curves intersect. Five stagesof strain can be identified
from the slope of the creep curve for glacial ice having an

initially random crystallographic
orientationof grains.The
slopeof the creepcurve is infinite for elasticstrain (stagg1),
decreasesfor transiem strain (stage2), has a finite minimum
for slow steadystatestrain (stage3), increasesfor transitional
strain(stage4), and has a finite maximumfor fast steadystate
strain (stage5). Fracture can terminate any of thesestagesif
the strain rate is too rapid for a given ice temperature. The
crevassedensity in West Antarctic ice streamswould therefore
be an indication of increasingstrain ratesdue to progressive
ice-beduncouplingtoward the ice dome-ice shelfjunction.
Slow steadystate strain is commonlyreported for creep of
randomly oriented polycrystallineice and creep for singlecrystal ice oriented to permit only nonbasalslip (hard glide).
Fast steady state strain is commonly reported for creep of
strongly oriented polycrystallineice and for creep of singlecrystal ice oriented to permit only basal slip (easy glide).
Hence slow and fast steadystatestrain are controlled by hard
and easyglide, respectively,and the transitionalstrainseparating them occursduring recrystallizationfrom a hard glide ice
fabric to an easy glide ice fabric.
The transition from hard to easyglideis illustratedin Figure
4 and in the schematicenergydiagramin Figure 3. The lattice
energybefore the creepstressis appliedconsistsmainly of the
lattice distortion in grain boundariesdue to the random alignment of crystals and representsa condition of metastable
equilibrium. When the stressis applied, lattice distortion
growsin the grainsthemselves
becausedislocationsmovingvia
easy glide in individual grains pile up at high-angle grain

Fig. 4. Viscoplasticinstability and recrystallizationfrom random
to preferred ice fabrics. The strain field is shown as arrows acting on
the squares,ice crystalsare polygonsinsidethe squares,and basalslip
planesare parallel linesinsidethe polygons.Randomly orientedpolycrystallineice is in unstableequilibrium with respectto a givenstrain
field (top squares),so that strain leadsto viscoplasticinstability(center squares)and resultsin a preferredice fabric in stableequilibrium
with the strain field (bottom squares).The projectedrecrystallizedice
fabric gives a four-pole preferred orientation for a uniaxial tensile
strain (left) and a single-polepreferredorientation for a simpleshear
strain (right). Recrystallizationbeginswhen stressis concentratedin
high-anglegrain boundarieswhich causeeasyglide (basalslip) in one
grain to be transmitted as hard glide (nonbasal slip) in neighboring
grains. Strain hardening results. During recrystallization, favorably
oriented grains (white polygons in center squares)nucleate in highangle grain boundariesand grow at the expenseof unfavorably oriented grains until only low-angle grain boundariesremain. Strain softening results. More strain softening results from simple shear than
from uniaxial tensionbecausesimple shear createdthe lowest-angle
grain boundaries.In an ice stream,simpleshearpredominatestoward
the sides,and uniaxial tension predominatestoward the center.
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TABLE 3. Equilibrium Conditions InfluencingGlobal Climatic
Stability
Metastable

Component
Climatic

Equilibrium

Unstable

Equilibrium

Stable

Equilibrium

machine

Cryosphere
Atmosphere
Hydrosphere
Ice sheetdynamics
Floating

ice sheets

troposphere
oceans

ice shelves
ice streams

Marine
Terrestrial
Ice deformation
Elastic

Slow steadystate
Fast steadystate

ice domes

no glide

hard glide
easyglide

make sharpbends,and in regionsof ice sheetswherethermal
convectionis important (if it occursat all). These are all
regionsof nonhomogeneous
flow and are oftenthe mostinterestingregionsof a glacieror.ice sheet.
No comprehensive
theory of nonhomogeneous
flow in glaciers and ice sheetsexists. Classicalglaciologicaltheory assumeshomogeneous
flow and is adequatefor all conditions
controlled by stage5 stableequilibrium. Nonhomogeneous
flow is controlledby stage 3 unstableequilibrium,which is
reallytransientstrainon the vergeof recrystallization.
This is
the essence
of slowsteadystatestraincontrolledby hardglide,
and this is what makesit unstable.The first stepsin formulating a nonhomogeneous
flow theory must begin with the ice
crystalsthemselves,
becausenonhomogeneous
flow is a consequenceof crystalanisotropy.
Nonhomogeneousflow in ice streams occurs acrossthe
maximum-slopeinflectionlineson the surface,acrossthe icewater-rock interfaces on the bed, and across the tidal flexure

boundarieswhere lattice energy and distortion are greatest.
Metastable equilibrium becomesunstableequilibrium when
new grainsorientedto favor easyglide are nucleatedin these
grain boundariesand grow at the expenseof old grainsoriented to favor hard glide. Recrystallizationresultsin a stateof
stable equilibrium in which nearly all grains are oriented to
favor easyglide and dislocationsthereforemove acrosssmallanglegrain boundarieswith minimal pileup.The pileupwhich
doesoccur is reflectedin the lower strain rate for easyglide in
polycrystallineice having a single-maximumfabric compared
to easyglide in single-crystal
ice. Conversely,the fact that the
strainrate is higherfor hard glidein polycrystallineice having
a single-maximumfabric than for hard glide in single-crystal
ice is evidencethat some easy glide occursin the polycrystallineice.
If Figure 3 is an accuratequalitativerepresentationof creep,
then slow steady state strain (stage 3) is really a stage of
unstableequilibrium which existsonly as an inflectionpoint
on the creep curve between transient strain (stage 2) and
transitional strain (stage4). Therefore all data reportedin the
literature for creeptestson randomly orientedpolycrystalline
ice that were terminatedprior to recrystallizationare measurementsof unstablesteadystatestrain controlledby hard glide.
Most creep data are of this type, following the precedent
establishedby Glen [1955] in his pioneeringstudy of creepin
polycrystallineice. Homogeneousflow in glaciers and ice
sheetsis probably mainly stablesteadystatecreepcontrolled
by easyglide,sincethe stressdistributionshouldremainessentially constantlong enough for stage5 to be attained. However, when one homogeneousflow regimechangesto another
homogeneousflow regime, the grain fabric preferred by the
old regimemay not be suitedto the newregime.In suchcases,
recrystallizationmust occur before a new grain fabric allows
the new flow regimeto attain stage5 stableequilibrium.The
nonhomogeneous
flow regimethat prevailsduring the transitions must pass through stage3 unstableequilibrium where
steady state creep is controlled by hard glide, as has been
studiedby Glen [1955] and most of his successors.
Stage 3 steadystate strain is expectedin glaciers and ice
sheetswheneverthe stressregimechangesrapidly. High stress
gradients will characterizethese conditions. Regions where
stage3 deformation shouldpredominateare in surgingportions of glaciers,in glacier ice falls, in active crevassefields,
around bedrock projectionsinto moving ice, alongsideice
streams,along ice dome-ice shelf junctions, where glaciers

zonesalong the sides.Theseare all boundaryregionshaving
highstressgradientswhereviscoplastic
instabilitywill be associatedwith stage3 unstableequilibriumand steadystatecreep
is controlled by hard glide. Creep controlledby hard glide
resultsin strain hardening,as demonstratedby Hawkes and
Melior [1972] and illustratedby the flow curve in Figure 3.
Strainhardeningoccursbetweenthe elasticlimit andthe upper
yield stress.The upper yield stressis the maximumstressof
slowsteadystatestraincontrolledby hard glide,and it occurs
at the strain of viscoplasticinstability. Stressthen decreases
during strain softeninguntil it stabilizesat the lower yield
stressof fast steadystatestrain controlledby easyglide.
If instability in the earth's cryosphere-hydrosphere-atmosphereclimatic machineis stronglyinfluencedby ice stream
instabilityin the marine portions of polar ice sheets,it is
equallyclear that ice streaminstabilityis a manifestationof
viscoplasticinstability in ice crystalsthemselves.The next
sectionpresentsa model showinghow viscoplasticinstability

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. (a) Single-crystal,
(b) bicrystal,and(c) tricrystalspecimens
beingpulledwith an averageuniaxialtensione. Eachcrystalis loaded
separatelywith stresse•, wherei - 1, 2, 3. The anglesbetweenthe
tensileaxisand the slipplaneand slipdirectionarea and•, respectively,where•- is the shearstressresolvedon the slipplaneandin the
slip direction.The dominantslip planesof the variouscrystalsare
shaded.
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showedthat strain hardeningresultedfrom hard glide. Weertman [1963]citedhard glideascontrollingthe creepbehaviorof
randomly oriented polycrystallineice. Therefore the creep
curve for this ice is a result of strain hardening.
Stresses
built up in a grain by dislocationsare relievedwhen
the dislocations migrate across the grain boundaries into
neighboringgrains. Strain hardeningresultswhen this migration is obstructed.Migration is obstructedby high-anglegrain
boundariesbetweengrainsso anisotropicthat one slip system
is greatly favored over the others. Ice has this degreeof anisotropy,and the basal slip systemallows easyglide, whereas
all other slip systemsallow only hard glide. High-angle grain

1

boundaries

Fig. 6. The perfectelastic-plastic
uniaxialflow curvefor the single
crystalloadedin Figure5a. In thiscurveand subsequent
uniaxialflow
curves,a is the uniaxialappliedstress,e is the uniaxialuniformstrain,
e' and e" are elasticand plasticuniaxialstrains,a0 is the uniaxialyield

point,andE is the elasticmodulus.

might developin ice crystalaggregates.Table 3 summarizes
equilibrium conditionsin the climatic machine,in its ice sheet
cryospherecomponent,and in the deformationof glacial ice.
Viscoplasticinstability associatedwith the maximum slope
surfaceinflectionlines borderingan ice streamis triggeredby
the boundaryconditionsof the ice dome-ice stream-iceshelf
dynamicsystem.Coastalmountainrangestypicallyfringecontinents,so flow from continentalice domesterminatingat the
oceanmust passthroughthesemountains.Sheetflowis therefore largelytransformedto streamflownear the coast.Streamflow focusesthe energyof the icedomeat discretepointsalong
its margin, creatingoutlet glacierswhich erodefjordsthrough
the mountains and ice streamswhich erode troughs on the
continentalshelfbeyondthe mountains.Thereforestreamflow
beginsas outlet glaciersthrough coastalmountainsand ends
as ice streams across the continental

shelf. These ice streams

are also suppliedby sheetflowfrom marine ice domeson the
continental shelves. However, many West Antarctic ice
streamsare supplied wholly by West Antarctic marine ice
domes. These

9

ice streams share with

East Antarctic

outlet

insure that if the shear stress resolved on the basal

plane of a grain is high, it will be low on the basal planesand
high on the nonbasalplanesof neighboringgrains.Hencehard
glide will control deformationof the specimenas a whole, and
strain hardening results until recrystallization occurs, as
shown in Figure 4.
b. An Elastic-PlasticStrain Hardening
Mode/for PolycrystallineIce

Considera singlecrystalof unit cross-sectional
area being
pulled in uniaxial tension,as shownin Figure 5. The tensile
axisis inclinedat anglec•to the slip direction and at angle• to
the slip plane. Therefore [Dieter, 1961, p. 99]
r = a cos a cos (90ø-•)

=o'cosasin•

= a/•

(1)

where r is the resolved shear stress and a is the uniaxial tensile

stress.Assume that elastic deformation ends and perfectly
plastic deformation begins at a uniaxial yield stressa0, as
shownin Figure 6. Total uniaxial strain e has an elasticcomponent •' and a plastic component•". For conveniencethe
elasticmodulus E will be consideredindependentof fl; however, see the work by Nye [1960b] for the effect of crystal
symmetryon the elasticstiffnessconstants.Before yielding,
a = E•'=

E•

(2)

After yielding,

a = ao
(3)
glacierspassing through the Transantarctic Mountains the
critical role of focusingflow at the base where concentrated
Consider a bicrystal being pulled in uniaxial tension as
erosionmakes ice streamspossible,but the focusingrole of shown in Figure 5. Each crystalhas unit cross-sectional
area
topographyfor ice streamsbeginningas outlet glaciersis not
obviousfor ice streamsthat beginin a marine ice dome on the
continental shelf [Weertman, 1976].
Like outlet glacier fjords, ice stream troughs are foredeepenedby glacial erosionso that a low bedrocksill usually
existsat the outer margin of the continental shelf where ice
streamsbecame afloat and mergedwith fringing ice shelves
surroundingthe expandedAntarctic ice domesduring the last
Eœ
ice age. Rising Holocenetemperaturesand sealevelsallowed
the icestreamsto punchthroughthe ice shelffringe and surge.
The iceshelfgroundingline then migratedoverthe sillsand up
the ice stream channelsto the present positions shown in
Figure 1.
3.

a.

A PARABOLIC STRAIN HARDENING LAW FOR GLACIAL ICE

Strain Hardeningin PolycrystallineIce

Although the creepcurve (strain versustime) for ice has
been studiedextensively,studiesof the flow curve (stressversus strain) are rare [Weertman, 1963]. Strain hardening is a
featureof the flow curve which has receivedvery little attention. Hawkes and Melior [1972] observedstrain hardeningin
randomlyorientedpolycrystallineice, and Higashiet al. [1968]

Fig. 7. The perfectelastic-plastic
uniaxialflow curvefor the bicrystal loadedin Figure 5b after crystal1 hasyieldedbut beforecrystal2
has yielded.
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normal to the tensileaxiswith ft• < ft2,wheresubscript1 refers
to crystal 1 and subscript2 refers to crystal2. A given ft' is
referredto the slipsystemwhichyieldsfirstin eachcrystal,and
this dependson both the value of ft and the valueof a0 for a
given slip system.Separateuniaxial tensileloads are simultaneously applied to each crystal, so that the uniaxial tensile
stressa applied to the bicrystalis
,

a = •(a• + a2)

(4)

where a• and aa are tensile stressesin crystals 1 and 2. The
grain boundary connectingcrystals 1 and 2 causesthe two
crystalsto deform equally when a is applied. The uniaxial
strain acting on the bicrystal is therefore
• = • = •,

(5)

where e• and e• are tensile strains in crystals 1 and 2.
As a increases,a• and a• also increase. However, • > •, so
a• = a0first, and crystal 1 will deform plasticallywhile crystal
2 is still deformingelastically.Therefore

• = •' + •" = (a•/E) + •"

(6)

•, = •,' = a,/E

(7)

Combining (6) and (7) with (4) and (5) gives
• = I[E(•,-

•") + E•,] = E• -IE•"
= E• - lEk - (•,/E)]

(8)

Fig. 9. The perfectelastic-plasticuniaxialflow curvefor the tricrystal
loadedin Figure 5c after all three crystalshave yielded.

Consider a tricrystal being pulled in uniaxial tension as
shownin Figure 5. Each crystalhas unit cross-sectional
area
normal to the tensileaxiswith ft• < ft• < fts, wheresubscripts
1, 2, and 3 refer to the crystals1, 2, and 3 in Figure 5. When
eachcrystalis separatelyloaded,the stresson the tricrystalis

Equation (8) is plotted in Figure 7. Note the decreasein slope
when •l = •0.

a = J(a• + a, + as)

As a continuesto increase,eventually a• = a0, so both
crystalswill flow plastically. When this happens,
• = •' + •

= (•dE)

•, = •,' + •," = (•,/E)

+ •
+ •,"

and the strain on the tricrystal is

(9)
(•0)

(12)

(13)

When the first crystalyields,

Combining (9) and (10) with (4) and (5) gives
• = AE[(•

• = t[E(• - •,") + E(•, - •,")] = •

) + •, +

- IE(•," + •,")
= Ee - •Ee•" = Ee - •E[e - (a•/E)]

(14)

o

Equation (11) is plotted in Figure 8. Note that the slope

b

becomes zero when •a = •0.
(0o)i

(Oo)•

E•

Fig. 10. Componentsof the flow curve for polycrystallineice
havingrandomlyorientedgrainsat a constantstrainrate and temperature. Shownare flow curvesfor (a) elasticdeformationdescribedby
(2), (b) parabolicstrainhardeningdeformationdescribedby (21), (c)
elastic-parabolic
strainhardeningdeformationdescribedby adding(2)
and (21), and (d) elastic-plasticdeformationdescribedby (19) when i
is very large.The viscoplasticparameterc = 2 in (21) resultsin the
parabolic strain hardeninglaw and a viscoplasticstrain euwhich is
addedto the elasticstrain•e to givethe total strain•. Stresses
(a0h and
(a0),in elastic-plastic
deformationarecomparableto the proportional
limit stressand the upper yield stressin elastic-viscoplastic
deformation, ascanbe seenby comparingcurved with the flow curvein Figure
Fig. 8. The perfectelastic-plastic
uniaxialflow curvefor thebicrystal 2. Hencethe parabolicstrainhardeninglaw is usefuluntil viscoplastic
loadedin Figure5b after crystalsI and 2 haveyielded.
instabilityresultsin strain softening.
ß
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viscoplasticbehavior is allowed so that dao/de > 0, the curve
in Figure 10 can be closelyapproximatedby the parabolic
strain hardeninglaw observedfor most polycrystallinemate-

When the secondcrystalyields,
* = tœ[(•,- •,") + (• - •") + •]

rials,

(15)

)+(•

•)+(•

:

(21)

wherea* is the strengthcoefficientand c is the reciprocalstrain
hardeningcoefficient[Dieter, 1961,pp. 245-250]. Stress-strain
testsare conductedat constanttemperatureT and strain rate •,
and when a = ao in (21), it is often found that

When the third crystalyields,

*=tœ[(•,

e = (a/a*) c

•)]

+

aos = Ko• exp (Q/RT)

(16)

(22)

so that

Equations (14), (15), and (16) are plotted in Figure 9. Note
that the first decreasein slopeoccurswhen a• -- ao,the second
decreasein slopeoccurswhen a2 - ao,and the third decrease
to zero slope occurswhen a8 = ao.
Each crystal of the bicrystal and tricrystal specimenswas
oriented and loaded as shownin Figure 5 to illustrate how the
stress-straincurve for polycrystallinespecimenscan be understood in terms of successive
yielding of individual crystals.
Considera polycrystallinematerial consistingof i crystalsand
loaded so that ft• < ft2 < ft3 < '" < fit. Each crystal will
experiencea different principal tensilestressbecausethe load
is transmittedto it through other crystalswhich responddifferentlyto the load. If the appliedstressis averagedover all the
crystalsin the specimens,

a = i-•(a• + a• + a3+ ... + •,)= i-• •.. a,

(17)

If interlockinggrain boundariesinsureuniform strain in each
crystal,
e = el = e• = ea = et
(18)
When yielding has occurredin all the crystals,

a* = ao/eo
•/•'= [Ko•exp(Q/Rr)]•/S[Eo/ao(1
- #•)]•/c

(23)

whereKois a hardnessparameter,s is a yieldingparameter,Q
is the activation energy of self-diffusion,R is the ideal gas
constant,T is absolutetemperature,Eois Young'smodulus,#
is Poisson's ratio, and

eo= e' = ao/E = ao(1 - #•)/Eo

(24)

is the total strain at ao.

If the bicrystal and tricrystal analysesare continued for
more crystals,they leadto an approximationof the empirical
parabolic strain hardeninglaw when i becomessufficiently
large. This suggeststhat (17) and (18) are not unreasonable,
even though their validity is assumed.Boas and Hargreaves
[1948] found that the crystalsin a polycrystallinespecimen
experiencestresses
higheror lower than the externallyapplied
stressand that deformationper crystalbecomesmore uniform
as crystal size decreases.Hence (17) seemsreasonable,and
(18) becomesa better approximationas crystalsize decreases.
Within limits it seemsthat singlecrystalyieldingdata can be
used to predict approximate parabolic strain hardening in
polycrystallinematerials.

c. Combiningthe Flow and Creep Curvesfor Ice

E

Higashiet al. [1964, 1968]and Higashi[1967, 1969]studied
viscoplasticyielding on basal and prismatic planes for ice

ßI(

½)+

=Ee-Ei-•

+

e- 7 = i-• • at

(19)
Ilm

1.2

If E varies with fi, then (19) becomes
I1 -- 1.S

a= (E•+ E•+ Ea{
+ ''' + E,•)i
-• - i-•E, - •

11=2

+ E• _ a• + Ea•-

+ ... + E, •-

11----3
11----4

= •-•Z •,• - i-• •, • i

'

= •-• Z *,

(20)

Hence both (19) and (20) reduce to (17) when a = ao. Although the notation getscumbersome,the geometryfor plotting a versus• from (20) is similarto that for plotting a versus
• from (19). For simplicityin constructingFigures7, 8, and 9
an averageE for the entire specimenwas usedto illustrate the
qualitative trend of the stress-straincurve as i increases.This
Fig. 11. The viscoplasticspectrumof creep in crystals.The creep
qualitative behavior is unchangedif E changeswith fl.
law t = (r/A)" is plotted for variousvaluesof the viscoplasticparameThe anticipated stress-straincurve for large i is plotted in ter n, includingviscousflow (n = 1), glacial flow (n = 3), and plastic
Figure 10. When elasticstrain is small so that • • •" and when flow (n = o•).
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for prismaticglide are taken from Higashi [1967].The curves
in Figure 12 are plots of the parabolicstrain hardeninglaw

......

-' '

a = e•/Cao*= K*e•/ci•/s exp (Q/sRT)

(28)

K* = Ko•/S[Eo/(1- •t•')a0]•/•

(29)

-"80

6O

fc the values of t and T indicated, where K* = 63.2 bars sTM,c
for

4o

= 2, s = 6.5, and Q = 16 kcal mol-•. Thesevaluesgivethe best
agreement between the ao data and a calculated from (28).
al
N
Note that s = 6.5 approximatesthe perfect plasticity(n = co)
assumedfor the analysiswhich led to (21).

2o

d.

DefectsandAdvantagesof the Model

The analysisleadingto (19) and (20) hasthreeseriousflaws.
First, .ice is an elastic-viscoplasticmaterial, not an elasticœ x I0 :•
plasticmaterial,and viscoplasticinstabilitymarksthe ultimate
stress.Second,the uniaxial stressappliedto the specimenwas
Fig. 12. Plasticyieldingdata for (0001) basalglide and (10i0)
to each
prismaticglide in ice singlecrystalspulledin uniaxialtensionfitted to assumedto be transmittedasseparateuniaxialstresses
the parabolicstrainhardeninglaw. Crystalswereorientedsothat only grain in the specimenon the assumptionthat therecould be no
basalor prismaticslip was possiblefor a givenspecimen.Solid lines shearstresses
at the grain boundariesif all grainsexperienced
0

I0

20

30

are flow curvesobtainedfrom the parabolicstrainhardeninglaw a =
K*•/ci•/s exp(Q/sRT) by usingK* = 63.2 bars/sTM,c = 2, s = 6.5, and
Q = 16 kcal/mol, where a is the uniaxial tensilestress,• is the uniaxial
strain,• is the uniaxialstrainrate at the yield stress,Q is the thermal
activation energy for flow, R is the ideal gas constant,and T is the
absolutetemperature.Data pointsshowthe uniaxialyield stressaoof
ice singlecrystalsfor variouscombinationsof strain rate •, temperature T, and angle0 betweenthe basalcrystallographic
planeand the
tensileaxis.Thesedata are taken from Higashiet al. [1964, 1968]and
Higashi [1967, 1969].

singlecrystalspulledin uniaxialtensionat constantT and•.
The uniaxialyieldstress
aoobeyed(22). For basal(easy)glide,
s = 1.5andQ = 15.6kcalmol-• [Higashikt al., 1964],andfor
prismatic(hard) glide,s = 6.5 and Q = 16.5 kcal mol-•
[Higashiet al., 1968].In (22) the constantKo includesthe
relationship
betweentheuniaxialstress
a andtheshearstress
r

the same uniaxial strain. However, this cannot be assumed

without a detailed treatment of the compatibilityconditions
and the continuityequationsfor all three shearstresses
at the
grain boundaries.Third, the parallelarrangementof the differently oriented crystalsdoes not representthe usual arrangement of polycrystallineice (fresh sea ice is an exception).
Therefore the assumptionthat all grains are stresseddifferently but strained identically is further weakened.The complexity of the problem can be better appreciatedafter consulting the considerableliterature on the study of bicrystals,

tricrystals,and polycrystals[e.g., Kawada, 1951;Livingston,

1957;Elbaurn, 1960a,b].
In view of the aboveshortcomingsthe elastic-plasticstrain
hardening model presented here provides at best an incompletedescriptionof strain hardeningin polycrystallineice.
resolved
on the {0001}or 110•0}glideplanes.If 0 is the Thereforeit is not surprisingthat (19) and (20) bear only a
angle betweenthe tensileaxis and the glide plane, where0 = qualitative similarity to the empirical parabolic strain harda = /• is appropriatefor ice [Kamb,1961],this relationshipis ening law, even when the elasticcomponentis removed, as
r = (sin 0 cos O)a = (sin 20)a/2
(25) Figure 10 demonstrates.
Despite its flaws this exerciseprovidesthree useful results.
In prismaticglide, strain hardeningis greatestwhen 0 is 30ø or First, some insight is gained as to how crystal anisotropy
60ø and least when 0 is 15ø, 45ø, or 75ø, but in basal glide, causesstrain hardeningin randomly orientedpolycrystalline
strainhardeningis absent[Higashi,1967;Higashiet al., 1968]. ice. Second, it was shown how the flow curve could be comRewriting (22) in terms of strain rate gives
bined with the creep curve of ice to obtain c = 2 in the
parabolicstrain hardeninglaw. This value for c is fortunate
• = (ao/Ao)s = Ko exp (-Q/RT)ao s
(26)
becauseit permitsa viscoplasticsolutionfor certain transient
Equation (26) has the sameform as the empiricalpower law creepphenomena,suchas tidal flexurealong an ice dome-ice
relationshipbetweena and • commonlyobservedfor steady shelfjunction [Hughes, 1972b;Holdsworth, 1975]. Third, the
state creep [Glen, 1955],
strain hardeningcoefficientis the strain at which viscoplastic
instabilitybegins[Dieter, 1961,pp. 245-250]. This is the strain
(27)
i = (a/A)'• = K exp (-Q/RT)a '•
at which necking beginsin a tensiletest and presumablythe
whereK is a constantdeterminedmainlyby the relativecontri- strain at which recrystallizationbegins in glaciers and ice
butions of easy glide and hard glide to creep and n is a sheets. Since c = 2 is the reciprocal strain hardening
viscoplasticparameter(see Figure 11). For perfectlyviscous coefficient,therefore,recrystallizationbeginswhen • = 0.5 in
flow, n = 1 and A = r/, where r/ is the Newtonian viscosity glacial ice or in laboratory creeptestson ice. This value for ice
lies in the range commonly observed for the onset of viscoefficientfor uniaxial tension.For perfectlyplasticflow, n =
co and A = ao, where ao is the plasticyield stress.For ice, n coplasticinstabilityin metals [Dieter, 1961, p. 248].
-• 3 during steadystate creep. Equation (25) relatesa and ao
The progressive
yieldingcriterionfor polycrystallineice dein (27) to r and ro in Figure 11.
velopedin this sectionis specificallyfor problemsin glacial
The data in Figure 12 are valuesof ao versus• for various deformation prior to viscoplasticinstability and recrysconstantvaluesof T and •. Plasticyieldingdata for basalglide tallization. Hence the criterion shouldapply to elastic,tranare taken from Higashi et al. [1964], and plasticyieldingdata sient,and slow steadystatestrain. Thesethreestagesof defor-
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Fig. 13. A schematic
longitudinal
crosssection
of a floatingglacierbentby tidalflexure.
Tidaldisplacements
are
referredto reference
coordinates
x, z, whoseoriginiswheretheneutralaxis(dottedlines)of thefloatingicemeetsgrounded

ice.Tidaldisplacements
z ofthefloating
icesurfaces
(dashed
lines)fromtheirmeantidepositions
(solidlines)var• alongx
fromzeroat thegrounding
lineto zf whentheicebecomes
freelyfloating.Tidalflexureisexaggerated
to showtheaverage
radiusof curvature
r andangleof curvature
4 overthelongitudinal
distance
xr experiencing
tidalflexure.Actually,Lz >>
zf, sothat4--• sin4 -• tan4. Theupperrightinsetshows
forces,
stresses,
andbending
moments
actingonanelement
of
heightLz,length
dx,andunitwidthaccording
to(1),(2),and(3).Thebottomenlargement
shows
stresses
alongthelength
0
< x < xf. Thesestresses
conform
withanexponentially
damped
sinusoidal
tidalflexurecurveandconsist
of theshearing
stress
a•xdueto theriseandfallof tide,whichinduces
a shearing
forceF, andthelongitudinal
stress
axdueto nonrotation
of theiceslabforx < 0 andx > xf, whichinduces
a bending
momentM. Fromtheicesurfaces
to thecenterline,a• varies
parabolically
fromzeroto a maximum,
anda• varieslinearlyfroma maximum
to zero,forelastic
flexure.
Themaximum

moment
M,•along
thelength
xrwhere
theshearing
forceisclosest
toF canbeverycrudely
approximated
byM,•'-'j'0'•F

dx = Fxr= 2Hazxxr
'" f_n+n(Hax)dz
= 2/-?ax.
Therefore
az•'" a• whenxr '" H, where
a• anda• arethecenter
lineand
surfacevaluesat the grounding line.

agroundat oneendandcompletely
afloatat the
mationareimportantin an analysis
of tidalflexurealongthe is completely
otherendin a giveninstantof time.Hencethegrounding
zone
may be eitherwideror narrowerthan the tidal zone.Four
4. ELASTIC-VISCOPLASTIC TIDAL FLEXURE IN
extremes
arepossible:
(1) boththetidalzoneandthegroundICE STREAMS
ingzonearewidefor a shallow
roughbed,(2) thetidalzoneis
widerthanthe grounding
zonefor a shallowsmoothbed,(3)

ice dome-iceshelfjunction of an ice sheet.

a. Grounding
ZonesandTidalZonesWhere

an Ice Stream BecomesAfloat

the tidal zoneis narrowerthan the groundingzonefor a steep

roughbed,and(4) boththetidalzoneandthegrounding
zone
arenecesThe zonebetweengroundedand floatingpartsof an ice are narrowfor a steepsmoothbed.Severalanalyses
the precisenatureof thesezonesfor a
stream includes a tidal zone in which the grounding zone saryto determine
of surface
crevasse
migrates
backandforthasthetiderisesandfalls.Theground- particularicestream:photointerpretation
recording
of tidal amplitudes,
tiltmeter
ingzoneisa regionof grounding
pointsin whichtheicestream patterns,gravimetric
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purposesof illustration. The x axisis horizontaland normal to
the groundingline, the y axisis horizontaland parallelto the
groundingline, the z axis is vertical, and the origin of these
axesis locatedon the neutral axis of the floating ice abovethe
groundingline. Assumingconstantelastic-viscoplastic
properties,the neutralaxisis at the midpointthroughthe floatingice.
When assumption1 is used, the floating ice has constant
dimensionsof lengthLx, width Ly, and thicknessLz, whereLx
>> Lz << Ly. Considerthe verticalforceson a longitudinal
cross-sectional
elementof lengthAx, unit width, and thickness
Lz = 2H, located at distancex from the grounding line (see
Figure 13). When assumptions
2 and 3 are used,a net vertical
shearstressa•x variesalongx asan ebbtide lowersthe floating
ice or a flood tide raisesthe floating ice. Sincethe grounding
line is a rigid boundary with respectto vertical displacements,

://

113

+ (< t)3
'-• •,• t

/ /

//

//.-"/
•

azx resists tidal flexure of the ice slab between x = 0 at the

3

groundingline and x = xf wherethe slab first becomesfreely
floating. Analytically,
az==

m•1/3

m=3

m= 1

Fig. 14. The creepcurveof ice.Total creepstrain6 is the sumof
st•g• 1 •l•stic StF•iH61tst•g• 2 tF•Hsi•HtStF•iH62tst•g• 3 slow st•dy
st•t• StF•iH6at•Hd st•g• 4 tF•HsitioH•i StF•iH64twhich stabilizesto
give stage5 fast steadystatestrain6•. Constants•]', •:', •a', •4', and •'
have dimensionsof strainrate and are proportionalto •a for the viscoplasticparametern = 3. Thereforethe strainis e = el + 62+ ea+ q
• % = aa + btX/aa + ctaa + dtaa• • etas, and the strain rate is • =
• + • + •a + • • • = }bt-:/aa + caa + 3dt:a• • eaa, where
a, b, c, d, and e are constants.

dz = P, f +HC•
O.
xz

ß -H

c9x

Pw = k(zf - z)= pwg(z;- z) (30)

where P, is the downward load pressureof the ice slab, P• is
the upward water pressureavailableat point x to supportthe
ice, (zr - z) is the vertical displacementof the neutral axis of
the iceslabat point x from its positionzzat point xz, k = p•g is
the elasticmodulusof the water supportingthe freely floating
part of the ice slab, p• is the water density, and g is the
accelerationof gravity. Note that xz variesfrom zero at mean
tide to a maximumat flood or ebb tide, and zz is the riseor fall
of sealevel from its position at mean tide.
The variation of a,x with x resultsin a shearingforceF and a
bendingmomentM, which vary with x for 0 < x < xf. If the
vertical forcesacting on the ice slab element in Figure 13 are
summed,

F-

(F + dF) + a•xdx = 0

(31)

Combining (30) and (31) gives

a•x = dF/dx = p•g(zt - z) = daM/dx2
measurementsof tidal bending,radar and seismicsoundingfor
basal ice-rock coupling, monitoring of icequakeactivity, surface leveling,and surfacestrain nets. All of theseanalysescan
then be interpreted and correlatedto provide a physicaland
statisticaldescriptionof both the tidal zone and the grounding
zone, their relative widths, and the nature of bed contact

during a completetidal cycle.On the basisof this information,
one or more deep drill sitescan be chosenfor a physicalprobe
of the vertical dimensionof the ice stream-ice shelfjunction.
A one-dimensionalanalysisof tidal flexurecrackson the top
and bottom surfaces of an ice stream which becomes afloat will

be basedon five assumptions.
1. The floating ice is rectangularin plane and profile, with
length and width greatly exceedingthickness.
2. The floating ice rises and falls freely with the tide at
distancesfar from the groundingzone.
3. The grounding zone does not migrate back and forth
with the rise and fall of tide and is narrow enoughto be treated
as a line.

4. Uniaxial longitudinal tidal strain varies linearly with
vertical distancefrom the neutral axis of the floating ice.
5. Vertical tidal displacementsare very small in comparison with the dimensionsof the floating ice.
Figure 13 showsthe effectof tidal flexurenear an ice stream
groundingline wheretidal amplitudeis greatlyexaggeratedfor

(32)

where a,x is the shearingstressacting on an area elementof
lengthdx and unit width and F = dM/dx by definition.
b. Relating Tidal Flexure to an
Elastic-Viscoplastic
Flow Law
Tidal

flexure consists of an instantaneous

elastic deforma-

tion accompaniedby a time-dependentviscoplasticdeformation. These two deformation types can be describedby the
following expressionrelating strain e to stressa for randomly
oriented polycrystallineice [Hughes, 1972b]:
• = (ala*) c

(33)

For an elastic responseto flexure, c = l, and from (23) and
(24),
a* = a•* = Eo/(1 -#•)

(34)

where Eo is Young's modulus and # is Poisson'sratio. For a
viscoplasticresponseto tidal flexure, c = 2, and from (23) and
(27),

a* = ao* = A• TM

(35)

whereA and n reflectdegreesof ductility and viscoplasticity,
respectively.

Accordingto Figure 14, the total strain e prior to recrys-
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tallization consistsof an elastic component •e and two viscoplasticcomponents,namely,a transientcomponent•t and a
steady state component
• = •e d- •t d- es = •e d- (t't) rn d- t"t

(36)

where t is time, t' is a transient creep constant and t" is a
steady state creep constant, both having the dimensionsof
strain rate, and m is a constant determined by the relative
contributionsof easyglide (basal shear)and hard glide (nonbasal shear) to creep. Differentiating (36) givesthe total viscoplasticstrain rate iv:
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where the maximum longitudinal strain (•)• occursat h = H
= L,/2 and r• is the radius of curvature of the floating glacier

at point'x. The bendingmoment is obtainedfrom (32) and
(45):

M =

a•h dh =
ß

H

a*(h/r•)•/•h dh =
,

H

2ca* H •

2c+

1

(46)

When assumption5 is used,the curvatureof the neutral axis
of floating ice is W'z/dx•' -• r•-• for small deflections.Therefore
from (46),

tv = mtm-lt 'm d- t" d- mtr•'r•-x•" + t•"--• mtm-lt 'm d- t"

(37)
where t = de/dr, • = •e/dt 2, and the • terms are nil. Assume

that the Glen [1955] viscoplasticflow law for ice applies for
both transientand steadystate creep, and let A = ao/tr 1/'•in
(27):
• = tr(a/ao) '• = to exp (-Q/RT)(a/ao)

n

(38)

ax rx

:

3

(47)

Differentiating twice more gives

dx •

2a*H(•.+•/•)

=I(c-1)cM•-•'(
'd-•-x
)•'+
cM•-•(
•-•)1 (48)

where tr is a thermally activated creep rate, ao is the viscoplastic yield stress,n is a viscoplasticparameter, to is a
constantcreeprate (for a given ice fabric, texture,purity, and
density), Q is the thermal activation energyfor creep,R is the
ideal gas constant, and T is absolute temperature. Applying
(38) to both t' and t" in (37) gives

deformation.

iv = mtm-•[to' exp (-Q'/Rr)(a/ao')n] m

Setting c = 1 and a* = ae* for elasticdeformation in (48)
and combining with (32) give

+ to" exp (-Q"/RT)(a/ao") '•

c. Elastic DeformationDuring Tidal Flexure

(39)

where single-primeterms refer to transientcreepand doubleprime terms refer to steadystatecreep.The hard glide creep
data in Figure 15 suggestthat just beforeice recrystallization
(which changesm, to', to", ao', and ao"), (39) reducesto
t• = (Kta + Ksa•) exp (-Q/aT)

Solutionsof (48) will be consideredfor elasticand viscoplastic

(40)

This requires that m = /[, n = 3, Q = Q" = Q'/3, Kt =
to'•/a/3F'/aao
', K• = •o"ao ", and it > • until steady state
equilibriumpredominates
at time te.EquatingKta with Ksaain
(40) gives

d•z
=I 3 I •M_3p•g(z*-z)

dx•

2a•,*H•

which has a solution

dx•'

2ae*tP

(49)

of the form

(zr - z) = (A cosXx + B sin Xx) exp (Xx)
+ (CcosXx

+ D sin Xx) exp(-Xx)

(50)

_

te = (to'•/aao"a/3to
"ao'a•')a/•'

(41)

Note that te cra -a. Using thesevaluesand solving(39) for • =
t• duringtransientcreepand steadystatecreepgivea•* in (35).
For transient creep,

o'•* = (t/Kt) exp(Q/RT) = 3F'/aao'&o'-X/at
exp (Q/RT) (42)
For steady state creep,

av* = [(t/K•) exp (Q/RT)] x/a= ao"to"-x/at
x/aexp (Q73RT)

where the elastic damping factor ?, = ?,, is given by the expression

1[ 3p•g
1= 3p•g

X•'= 7 2ae*Ha3
8ae*•

(51)

and the constants A, B, C, and D are determined by the
boundary conditions.When assumption2 is used, the region
xr • x • L• along which z = zr is equivalentto x = m in (50).
Hence the divergentpart of (50) is zero, which meansthat A =
B = 0. When assumption2 is usedat the groundingline, z = 0
and &/dx = 0. Hencethe convergentpart of (50) becomeszr,
which means that C = D = zr. The exact solution of (50) for
theseboundary conditionsis therefore

(43)

z = zr[1 - (cos XeX + sin XeX) exp (--XeX)]

(52)

The yield stress•o for viscoplasticcreepobeysthe relationship

•o• = Kot exp (Q/RT)

(44)

where s = 1.6 for easyglide, s = 6.5 for hard glide, and Kois a
constantdeterminedby ice fabric, texture,purity, and density
[Higashi, 1969].
When assumption4 is used, longitudinal strain e• varies
linearly with vertical distanceh from the neutral axis of floating ice. Therefore at distancex from the groundingline,

• = (h/H)(e•)u = (h/H)(H/r•)

= h/r•

(45)

Twice differentiating(52) and combiningwith (47) give the
longitudinal bending moment
M• = •'a e H XeZr(COSXeX -- sin XeX) exp (--XeX)
= Mo(cOsXeX -- sin XeX) exp (--XeX)

(53)

whereMo is the bendingmoment at x = 0. For elasticflexure,
using(34), (51), and (53) gives

Mo
=]a•*UaXe=zr
=[6p•g•zr•Eo•
•iT75 3•/• (54)
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The surfacestresses
(ax)• at h = +H are obtainedfrom (33),
(34), (45), (47), (51), and (53):
(•),,

= •*(•).

= ***H(d'z/dx •-)

A solutionof (59) is

z = zr[(2 - cos2X,x) exp (-2X,x) - 1]
where, when (34) and (51) are used,

4•'Xe•'H•(I
- •t•')a•
*•

= 2ae*HXe•'zr(cos
Xex- sinX,x) exp(-X,x)

3p,ogE

=[2H(1
3p,o.gz_.?Eo
1
- u•')J

(cosX,x - sinXex)exp(-X,x)

(55)

This solution follows directly from the analysisby Hetdnyi
[1946] and has beenapplied to floating ice shelvesby Robin
[1958] and to floatingice tonguesby Holdsworth[1969].
d.

(60)

Viscoplastic
DeformationDuring

I32Ha•*'11/2(61)

Averagevaluesof (•) at x = 0 duringtime t sincemeantide
are obtained from (45), (47), and (58):
,

H

½>

-

try,

H dø'z

t dx•'

_

3a**p•ogzr
ø' 3p•ogzr
ø'

2a•*'Ht - 2av*Ht

(62)

assuming
a** -• ao*. Combining(62) with (42) andsolvingfor
(&t)= (&)-• • when transientcreepdominatesat t < t, give

Tidal Flexure

Settingc = 2 and a* = ao* for viscoplasticdeformationin
(48) gives

[6( EpwgZ?•o
'2/8 1TM
1 -/.L•')Hao'•'t
TMcxp (2Q/RT)

dx4- 4av,HS/•.2 •

+ 2M

(56)

•'I P•øgz?'•ø'x/8
1

(63)
- 2ttao't
5/8exp(Qs/RT)
'
Equation (32) showsthat •M/dx ø'varies linearly with z, so
that the variation of dM/dx, M, and (dM/dx)ø'with z contains Combining (62) with (43) and solving for (t), = ½) -• •
terms in zø',z8, and z4, respectively.Hence (56) cannot be when steadystatecreepdominatesat t > te give
integratedto give the variation of z with x, as was done for
elastic deformation

with c -

1.

Approximatesolutionsfor viscoplasticdeformationare possible if certainassumptionsare made.Holdsworth[1969] suggestedthat the bendingmomentfor elasticdeformationgiven
by (53) could be used to approximatethe early stagesof
viscoplasticdeformation.This suggestionwas the basisof an
attemptedviscoplasticsolutionbasedon (32) with c -- 2 and
a* = av*, but the effort was inconclusive[Hughes, 1972b].
Later, Holdsworth[1975] used(32) with c = 2 and a* = ao* to
obtain a bendingmoment based on the assumptionthat the
elasticdisplacementcurvegiven by (52) hasthe sameform for
the transient creep stage of viscoplasticdeformation.This
assumptionled to separateequationsdescribingthe variation
of stresswith x for elasticand viscoplasticdeformation.
An alternativeapproach is to assumethat the stresslevels
given by (55) for elasticdeformation causedifferentamounts
of elasticstrain •e and viscoplasticstrain •o, as suggested
by
Figure 10. This assumptionis basedon the commonobservation that elasticstrain continuesto increaselinearly with stress
even after viscoplasticdeformationdominates,suggesting
that
the total strainis additiveand is givenby combining(32), (34),
and (35):

[

3Ep'øgz?•ø"'/8
18/5

(&)"
= '2(1
- u•')Hao"•'t
cxp
(2Q/3RT)

-• 2Hao"t
exp
(Q/3RT)

(64)

Equation (36) suggests
a meansfor estimatingaveragetidal
flexurestrains.In the transientcreeprange(t < t,),

e• •RT) ••/"(65)
({)t
=((&)tt)
TM
•((&)tt•/")
•/a
=•L'2Ha•
P•gz?•ø'•/a
In the steadystatecreeprange(t > t,),

' •(•)•ta/'
exp(Q/3RT)
(•).,
=(•),t
=•2Hao"
3p•gzr'•ø"•/'
•'/' (66)

Hencetidal flexurestraindependson the tidal amplitudeand
the temperature,thickness,
density,andviscoplastic
properties
of ice for both transientand steadystate creep.
A comparisonbetweenthe above approachbased on (57)
and the Holdsworth[1975] approach basedon (52) with Xo
substitutedfor X, requiresseparatingtransientand steadystate
strainregimes.If the viscoplasticdisplacement
curvecausedby
(57)
tidal flexure has the same form as the elastic displacement
Since (55) gives the stresscausing both • and •, the vis- curvegivenby (52) exceptthat a viscoplasticdampinghctor
coplasticstrain at h = H, assumingthat •o doesnot greatly Xo replacesX,, then

exceed •,, is

z = zr[1 - (cos Xvx + sin Xox) exp (-Xox)]

(67)

An equationfor the viscoplasticcurvatureof the floatingice
X, is obtainedby twice differentiating(67) and
equatingit with (47):

(co)"[_2H(1
- •t•')ao
*' (cos
X,x- sin
X,x)
•'exp
(-2Xex)
when X• •
(58)
Since ex = H/rx = H anz/dxø',the displacementcurve for
viscoplasticdeformationis obtainedfrom the equation

H

2H•(1 - •')a• *•

- sinXex)•'exp(- 2X,x)

dx• = 2zrXo
a(cos
Xox
- sinXox)exp
(-Xox)
- •(2+l/c)M•
2a,H•+•/• •
(68)
_

dø'z
(ev)•
_[, 3t)•ogzrø'E
l(cos
X,x
dx•'

daz

(59)

Setting c = 2 and solvingfor M in (68) give the viscoplastic
bendingmoment
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Mx = Mo (cosbox - sin box)•/: exp (-lhox)
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(69)

Hence tidal flexure strain dependson tidal amplitude and the
temperature,thickness,density,and viscoplasticpropertiesof
wherethe signof M,, is the signof the term (cosXox- sinbox)
ice for both transient and steadystate creep. However, the
and the viscoplasticbendingmoment at x = 0 is
influenceof theseterms on tidal flexurestrain is significantly
mo = [4(2)'/2/5]o.*HS/2hozt
'/:
(70) lessfor the analysisbasedon (67) than for the analysisbased
on (57), as is seenby comparing(77) and (78) with (65) and
The differencebetweenthe elastic and viscoplasticbending (66).
momentsis seenby comparing(53) and (54) with (69) and
(70).
e. Tidal Flexure of Outlet Glaciersand
The viscoplas.ticsurface stresses(o.,)n at h = •H are ob- Ice Streams
tained from (33), (35), (42), (43), and (68):
The significanceof the tidal flexuresolutionsbasedon (57)

and (67) is seenfrom the slopesof the viscoplastictidal flexure
curvesfor each solution at the ice groundingline. Equation
(60) is the viscoplastictidal flexurecurvederivedfrom (57). It

(O.:,)H
= O.o*(e•)H
•/:= o.o*(H/r•)•/:= o.o*(Hd:z/dx:)•/:

= 2'/:o.o*H•/:hozf
•/: (cosbox- sinXox)•/: exp(-IXox)

satisfies
theboundaryconditions
thatz -- 0 at x -- 0 and[zl -Iztl asx • oo,butit requires
thatdz/dx = 2h•zf-• 2hoztat x -0. Equation(67) is the viscoplastictidal flexurecurvebasedon
(52). It alsosatisfiesthe boundaryconditionsthat z = 0 at x -

-

0 andIzl - [zr[asx • oo,butit requires
thatdz/dx = 0 at x -(71) 0. This is a boundarycondition for a semi-infiniteelasticslab

- sinXox):/: exp(-IXox)

on an infinite elastic foundation, as analyzed by Hetdnyi

Note that the time-independentsurfacestressfor elastictidal

flexuregiven by (55) mustbe addedto the time-dependent [1946].Hence(57) requiresa hingedboundary(dz/dx -9 0) at
surfacestressfor viscoplastic
tidal flexuregivenby (71), since the grounding line, and (67) requires a pinned boundary
ho = he at t -- 0. An approximateexpressionfor the time (dz/dx -- 0) at the groundingline. A hingedboundary may
dependence
of hois obtainedfrom(51) by settinghe -- hoand existalongthe sidesof outlet glacierswherethe groundingline
o.•*-- o.o*,whereo.o*is givenby (42) and(43), andlettingt be
the timesincetidal flexurestarts.Tidal flexurebeginsastran10-6
sientcreep,with t -- 0 at meantide.Transientcreepprevails
I
I
for t ( t• in (41), and (42) and (51) predictthat
I

I

8o'0*
H8

=

•-,•vo'
t57'8
•

I

10-7

(72)

!

Steadystatecreepprevailsfor t > t• in (41), and (43) and(51)

i0-• •'ß(1470'r
+1420'ra)
e-z5'$

predict that

(73)
Average
valuesof (•) at x = 0 duringtimet sincemeantide
are obtainedfrom (55), (57), and (68):

(•) trx
H H
gzø'- 2HzfXo
tdx
t ø'

•' (see")

pw•

-I.$ //
-7.5"

(74)
i0 -ll

-II /

• ß-ZO

I' co

(•)t= 2Ho.o't
8/•exp
(Q/RT

•.0

I0-•o

Combining(74) with (42) and solvingfor (&)t= (•) -• &when
transientcreepdominatesat t < t• give

I "'*'"
::'•/•)'1
•/•

i0 -g

(75)

iO-•a

Combining(74) with (43) and solvingfor (•), = (•) -• • when
steadystatecreepdominatesat t > te give

I0-15

I

i0-$

([)s
= 2Ho.o"t
aexp
(Q/3RT)

?ß(147'r'
+142T
•)e-as'$
(v•l'r)

I I IIIIIll

i0-•

I I I IIIIII

i0-I

I I IIIIIII

I00

i liill

I0I

ßr (bors)

(76)

Fig. 15. A polynomial-exponential
flowlawfittedto creepdatafor
polycrystallineice having ra9domly orientedgrains.Plotted is the

Equation(36) suggests
a meansfor estimating
averagetidal variation of octahedral shear stressr in bars versus octahedral shear
flexurestrains.In the transientcreeprange(t (t•),
strainrate • in secondsat variousCelsiustemperatures.
Dashedlines
show creepdata from laboratoryexperimentsand glacierstudies
plottedby Budd[1969].Thin solidlinesgivethebestfit of theflowlaw
to thesedataforthehomologous
temperature
T/Tu in degrees
Kelvin,
corresponding
to varioustemperatures
© in degrees
Celsius.Note that
• e• r when r < 0.5 bar, • e• r • when r > 5.0 bars, and • increases
tenfoldasT-, T•,. In thispaperit isassumed
thattheapparentviscous
creepof iceat low stresses
is causedby transientcreep,for which• =
r/t •/•. However,it mightbe that steadystatecreepis alsoviscous
at
low stresses
[Goodman
et al., 1975].

{e)t
=((•)tl)
t/a'•({•5)tt)
exp
(Q/RT
'/••/8
=I2Ho.o'
P•gzr:•ø'•/•
)'1 (77)
In the steadystatecreeprange(t > t•),

(e)s
=(•)st
-•(•)st
•/'= •Ho.o"
exp
(Q/3RT)

(78)
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Fig. 16. Viscoplastictidal flexure curvesfor the floating portions of ice streamsand outlet glacierswhen nontidal
stressesare ignored and hard glide predominates.The normalized tidal displacementof the ice surfaceis plotted versus
normalized distance from the grounding line by using (52) for ice streamsand (59) for outlet glaciers. Vertical displacementso[ the floating ice from its mean tide positionare z, wherez = zr at maximumand minimumtide. Horizontal
distanceof the floatingice from its groundingline is x. The elastic-viscoplastic
dampingfactor is X, whereX = Xefor elastic
flexureand X = )• for viscoplasticflexure,as describedin the text. Thesetidal flexurecurvesapply to the sidegrounding
zones, rather than the rear grounding zones, of floating ice streamsand outlet glaciers.

parallelsan ice-rockshearzone.A pinnedboundarymay exist
alongthe sidesof ice streamswherethe groundingline parallelsan ice-iceshearzone.Thereforethe analysisbasedon (57)
may describetidal flexurealong the sidesof a floatingoutlet
glacier, and the analysisbased on (67) may describetidal
flexurealongthe sidesof a floatingice stream.When one side
parallelsan ice-rockshearzone and the other sideparallelsan

which gives ix = 3.2 X 10-•ø/s for tc - 12 hours. When the
data reported by Higashi [1969] are used at T = -19øC =

254øK and • = 3 X 10-O/s,easyglidegives(ro= 0.11 kg/mm•
= 10.78bars for s = 1.53, Q -- 15.9 kcal/mol, and Ko = 5.62 X
10-* bar sTM,and hard glide gives(ro= 1.1 kg/mm• - 107.8
bars for s = 6.5, Q -- 16.5 kcal/mol, and Ko = 5.164 bars sTM.
Applying thesevaluesof s, Q, and Ko to T = -3øC = 270øK
ice-ice shear zone, such as Rutford Glacier in Antarctica and and d = 3.2 X 10-•ø/s for tidal flexuregives(ro= 7.94 X 10-3
JakobshavnsGlacier in Greenland, (60) may describetidal bar for easyglide and (ro= 19.6 bars for hard glide.
flexurealong the ice-rockshearzone, and (67) may describe
Both easyglide and hard glide occur in randomly oriented
tidal flexurealongthe ice-iceshearzone.Figure15 compares polycrystallineice. However, hard glide determinesd until
the viscoplastictidal flexure curvesfor outlet glaciersand ice recrystallizationresultsin an ice fabricorientedto favor easy
streamsaccording to (60) and (67), respectively.
glide, unlessthe easy glide ice fabric already exists at the
It remainsto determinehow long the tidal flexureof floating groundingline. The tidal flexure strain is too low for recrysice is dominatedby transientand steadystatecreepduringthe tallization to occur during one tidal cycle,but it might occur
period t,. of a tidal cycle.As an exampleof how this is done, over multiple tidal cycles if tidal flexure stressesdominate
considerthe hingedgroundingline of a floatingoutlet glacier. other stressesat the ice sheet-iceshelfjunction. From Figure
Substituting(42) for (r•* in (61), settingCo'= K•(ro'at the point 15, upon converting octahedral to uniaxial strain rates and
stresses,
K•, = •o'/(ro'= (33/2•/•)/(3r/2•/•) = (142/bars)/3 =
in Figure 15whereKt(r = Ks(rain (40), and solvingfor tegive
47.3/bar s in (79) for the range of d causedby tidal flexure.It
mightseemthat (ro- (ro'is themajorunknownquantityin (79),
te= 864Htt4(ro
8/a
exp
(4Q/RT
(79) sinceit rangesover 4 ordersof magnitude,dependingon the
relative contributions of easy glide and hard glide to visNote that te must be compared to ¬tc,which is the time from
meantide to maximumflood or ebb tide. Let p,• - 1.03g/cm3, coplastictidal flexure.However, (79) was derived on the assumptionthat hard glide controlsthe creeprate, so (ro- 19.6
g=9.8m/s 2,z= lm, Eo=2.7X 104bars,/•=0.3, H= lkm,
bars
must be used. Solving(79) for this value giveste- 0.7
Q - 14 kcal/mol, R - 2 cal/mol deg, and T = 270øK for the
hour
= 0.06tc. Hence viscoplastic transient creep preice-rock-waterboundarywhich definesthe ice streamgrounddominatesuntil 4 X 6 = 24% of the time has elapsedfrom
ing line. Then (34) gives(re* = 3.0 X 104bars,(51) givesXe =
0.186/km, and (55) gives ((rx)H - 2.13 bars at the junction. mean tide to maximum flood or ebb tide. Steadystatecreep
From Figure 16 it is clearthat z -• zf at XeX--••r, givingxf - 17 predominatesover the remaining76% of this time.
If an ice fabric favoring tidal flexurestrain ratescontrolled
km. From Figure 13 the averageangle of curvature ½ can be
by easyglide creepexists,then m > 1 shouldbe usedin (36),
estimatedfrom similar triangleswhen ½ is small:
and (79) will be modifiedaccordingly.Putting (ro= 7.94 X 10-3
ck-• (2zr/xr) -• (xr/rx)
(80) bar in (79) gives t• - 1715 hours = 143t•. This means that
where rx is the average radius of curvature for 0 < x < xr. transientcreeplaststhroughoutthe tidal cycle,whichis imposWhen (45) and (80) are combined,for a tidal cycleof period tc sible becausetransient creep does not occur when m > 1
the mean longitudinal surfacestrain rate over time ¬tcis ob- [Hughes,1975b].Equation (79) cannot be modifiedfor m > 1
until the valueof m is determinedin laboratorycreepexperitained as follows:
ments for polycrystallineice having a crystal fabric favoring
(i)x = (2(•)•/tc) = (2h/r•tc) = (4z•h/x•2tc)
(81) creepcontrolledby easyglide from the start of the creeptest.
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Such experimentsare important becausean oriented crystal
fabric can be expectedalong the sidegroundinglines of floating outlet glaciers and ice streamswhere laminar flow pre-
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[Hendershott,1973] and to the periodic rise and fall of floating
ice shelves[Thiel et al., 1960]. Of particular significancefor
tidal flexure analysesis the observationof Robinsonet al.
dominates.
[1974] that oceantides beneaththe RossIce Shelfhave much
Supposethat hard glide initially controlstidal flexure creep the sameamplitudeover a 630-kin spanfrom nearits northern
becausethe oriented fabric createdby laminar flow along the calving barrier (78øS, 162øW) to near its southerngrounding
side grounding lines does not favor easyglide from tidal flex- line (84øS, 180øW). Hence tides are indeed significantalong
ure stresses.Then (79) is still valid. However, the question ice stream-iceshelfjunctions.The next questionis, 'What role
which arisesis, 'How can viscoplasticcreep even occur if the does tidal flexureplay in ice stream-ice shelf dynamics?'If
hard glide viscoplasticyield stressis ao - 19.6 bars but the Byrd Glacier is typical of an ice streamflowing at surgevelocimaximum tidal flexure stressis only (a•)H = 2.13 bars?'The ties, Figure 2 suggeststhat tidal flexure stressesserveto conanswer is that sinceglacial ice is polycrystalline,even if hard centrateshearcrevassesin a narrow zone along the fjord walls,
glide controls the tidal flexure creeprate, there will always be so that thesecrevassescan continue as rifts that uncouple the
an easy glide component and ao = 7.94 X 10-8 bar for easy floating ice stream from the floating ice shelf for distancesup
glide. In fact, the parabolic strain hardeninglaw obtained by to 50 km beyondthe fjord. Tidal flexurestressesare theoretisettingc = 2 in (32) is satisfiedmost accuratelyfor viscoplastic cally greatestalongthesefjord walls, as is shownby Figure 16.
deformation of polycrystalline materials and requires that Hence the major role of tidal flexure stressesmay be to prosome viscoplastic deformation occur at all stresses,however mote shear uncouplingfrom the fjord walls, so that the ice
small. This requirement is met by a 'progressiveyielding' stream enters the ice shelf with minimal lateral constraint.
criterion in which grains best aligned for easyglide yield first Thiel and Ostenso[1961] describea band of shear crevasses
and grainsbest alignedfor hard glide yield last. If mostgrains confinedto a shallow trough createdby tidal flexure along an
have a hard glide orientation in the stressfield, creepvia hard ice shelf groundingline [Swithinbank,1955;Robin, 1958].
glide perdominates even if initial yielding occurs in grains
5. THE STRESS AND VELOCITY FIELD OF ICE STREAMS
aligned for easy glide.
Several inadequaciesin this tidal flexure analysis must be
a. Componentsof Flow in Ice Streams
emphasized.Although the elasticsolution is exact, it predicts
Ice streams,by definition, are rapidly moving currentsof ice
stress levels that would cause viscoplastic deformation,
thereby nullifying the elastic solution. However, exact vis- commo.nly
observed
alongthe marinemargins
of icesheets.
coplasticsolutionsare impossible,and even approximatevis- They are recognizedby the distinctiveshear crevassepatterns
coplasticsolutionscontain ambiguities.For example,both the that resultfrom the high velocitygradientsbetweenice streams
outlet glacier and the ice stream deflectioncurves(equations and neighboringice. Outlet glaciersare ice streamsthat carve
(60) and (67), respectively)depend on assumptionsbasedon fjords through mountain ranges flinging an ice dome. Ice
the elasticanalysis.Equation (60) requiresthat D = 2C in (50) tonguesare floating ice streamsand can be either freely floatbut was based on an elastic stress distribution for which D =
ing or imbedded in an ice shelf. In the latter casethey form
C. Equation (67) assumesthat replacing tre* for elasticdefor- thick ice lobes which supply the ice shelf [Hughes, 1975a,
mation with av* for viscoplasticdeformation in (51) givesthe Figure 3]. Ice shelvesmaintained by the coalescingfloating
viscoplasticdamping factor )•v, even though (51) strictly ap- tongues of ice streams often form the floating fringe of a
pliesonly for elasticdamping.Perhapsevenmore seriousthan marine ice sheet grounded below sea level on a continental
these analytical ambiguities are defectsin certain initial as- shelf. This is the casefor the huge ice shelf fringe of the West
sumptions.The floatingparts of ice streamsand outlet glaciers Antarctic ice sheet.
In principle, the boundariesof an ice stream coincidewith a
generally have variable thicknesseswhere they become
grounded,they becomegroundedacrossa zone rather than a line of maximum surface slope which circumscribesthe ice
line, and this zone oscillates back and forth with the rise and stream. Following an ice flow line, this inflection maximum
fall of tide. The interaction of tidal stress fields with stress
separatesthe generallyconvexice dome surfacefrom the confields at the tips of crevassesand stressfields associatedwith cave surface of the grounded ice stream and separatesthe
glacial flow was ignored, althoughthey causeviscoplasticin- convexsurfaceof the floating ice streamfrom the generallyflat
stability in the grounding zone. All of these rather severe surfaceof the ice shelf. In practice,however, surfaceinflection
restrictions were imposed to focus attention on the elastic- maxima can be causedby other factors besidesthe velocity
viscoplasticnature of tidal flexure, particularly the elasticde- gradients associatedwith ice streams (such as surface snow
formation, viscoplasticyielding, transient creep, steady state drift patterns and basal topographicfeatures). Figure 2 and
creep sequence. The imposed boundary conditions most Table I suggestthat the ice stream velocity gradientsgiving
closelyconform with the side groundingzonesof ice streams concave and convex surfacesresult from extending and comand outlet glaciers;little or no ice moves acrossthesezones, pressire flow, respectively.Extending flow in the grounded
the zones are narrow, and tidal oscillations of the zones are portion of an ice stream results from (1) the convergenceof
small.
flow lines entering the ice stream, (2) the increase of basal
This analysis of tidal flexure is useful only if tidal flexure sliding as the ice stream becomesuncoupledfrom the bed, and
plays a significantrole in ice sheetdynamicswhere ice streams (3) a positive massbalance resultingfrom snowfall along the
merge with ice shelves.First, are tides significant at these ice stream. Compressiveflow in the floating portion of an ice
junctions?Holdsworth[1975]presentsmapsshowingtidal am- stream resultsfrom (1) the divergenceof flow linesleavingthe
plitudesalong the marginsof the Greenland and Antarctic ice ice stream, (2) lateral shear betweenthe ice stream and an ice
sheets.Greenlandtidesvary from 0.5 to 5.0 m in amplitude, shelf, and (3) a negative mass balance resulting from basal
and Antarctic tides vary from 1.04 to 3.25 m in amplitude. melting along the ice stream. An ice stream terminating as a
These tides can be related to ocean tides in the rest of the world
freely floating ice tongue will experience extending flow
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Fig. 17. A plan view of slip line and flow line fields in ice streamsaccording to plasticit• theory. Ice sheet flow
convergingat the head of an ice streamis analogousto extrusionof a plasticmaterial through a rigid die. Ice sheetflow entering the sidesof the ice streamis analogousto compressionof a plasticslab betweenrigid parallel plates.Ice streamflow
divergingat the foot of an ice streaminto an iceshelfis analogousto indentationof a plasticplate b5 a rigid punch.The slip
line fields for extrusion, compression,and indentation are known from plasticitytheory. Joining theseslip line fieldsgives
an approximationto the orthogonallinesof maximum shearstressfor an idealizedice sheet-icestream-iceshelfcomplex.
Ice flow linesare obtainedfrom input velocitiesu, and principalstrain rates •uj/•xj at 45ø to the slip lines.The resulting
flow line field shows that sheetflow becomes streamflow

at the head of the ice stream and that streamflow

returns to

sheetflowat the foot of the ice stream. Velocity in the ice sheet-icestream-ice shelf complex is raised b5 streamflowand
lowered b5 sheetflow.If the ice shelf is narrow enoughfor the ice stream to punch through it, then no divergenceof flow
occurs,and the ice stream can increaseits high velocityby dischargingdirectly into the sea after it becomesafloat. Ice
thinning accompaniesaccelerationof the ice stream. Ice stream thinning causesthe maximum slopeinflectionlinesdefining
the headand sidesof the ice streamto migrate inland, therebydrawing down the ice sheet.Sea levelincreasesas the ice sheet
is drawn down, and this causesretreat of the ice shelf-ice stream grounding line. SimultaneousIs,transversecrevasses
formed in the extendingflow regimecharacteristicof the groundedportion of the ice streammigratethroughthe floating
portion and sectionit into tabular icebergs.Therefore a calvingbay developswhich follows the groundingline into the
heart of the ice sheet.

diverging from ice domes, converging on ice streams, and
divergingonto the ice shelf. Ice streams,therefore, discharge
Two different driving forces cause ice stream flow. The most of the ice connectingthe ice domes to the fringing ice
elevation differencealong an ice streamcausesadvectiveflow, shelves.For example,considerice flowing down the westslope
which resultsprimarily in horizontal motion. The temperature of the West Antarctic ice divide [Hughes, 1973b]. Ice domes
difference across an ice stream might cause convectiveflow, along this ice divide are associatedwith the EdselFord, Flood,
which results primarily in vertical motion. Advective flow and ExecutiveCommittee rangesand the Crary, Whitmore,
certainly occurs.Convectiveflow is still speculative,but if it Thiel, and Horlick mountains. Flow lines divergingfrom these
doesoccur, it would be a primary mechanismfor decoupling ice domes convergeon ice streamsA through F in Figure 1,
which begin downstreamfrom the six saddlesseparatingthe
an ice stream from the bed. Both types will be treated.
sevenice divide domes. Flow lines diverging from thesesix ice
b. Slip Line Fid&for AdvectiveFlow
streams form the bulk of the West Antarctic portion of the

throughout its length becausedivergenceis less and lateral
shear is absent.

in Ice Streams

Ross Ice Shelf.

Advective flow in an ice sheet is horizontal spreadingfrom
The slip line field for advective flow in ice streamscan be
the center to the edge of the ice sheet. Marine ice sheets determinedby applying plasticity theory to varioustypes of
typicallyhave an ice shelffringe,with advectiveflow generally plane strain deformation. Surfaceadvectiveflow in plan view
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weightlessplastic slab compressedbetweenrigid parallel
plates,as described
by Hill [1964,pp. 226-236]and illustrated
in Figure 19. Let x be the longitudinalflow directionalong
linefieldsforextrusion,
extending,
andindenting
flowareall flow lines,y be the transversedirectionnormalto flow lines,
calculatedfrom plasticitytheoryand are givenby Hill [1964]. and z be the vertical direction normal to the surface. Consider
Thesethree solutionsare shownin Figure 17 and arejoined to the centralregionof an ice streamhavinga constantwidth.
givethe ice streamsolution.Flow linesin Figure 17are vector Flow lines in this region will thereforebe parallel, and the
sumsof ice velocityvectorsu, enteringthe ice streamand equationsof surfacestresson an ice streamwhoselengthL
is a combinationof extrusionflow at the beginningof the ice

stream,extendingflow in the body of the ice stream,and
indentingflow at the end of the ice stream.Planestrainslip

principalstrainrate vectors•u•/•x• in the icestreamat 45ø to greatly exceedsits half width A are
slip lines. The curvatureof slip lines in extrusionflow is
= +
+
controlledby the ratio of the pistondiameterto the orifice
diameter.In the icestreamapplicationthiscurvaturewould be
=
+
determinedby the ratio of the ice streamwidth to the distance
=

-

(82)
(83)

(84)

betweenice streams.The curvatureof slip lines in extending

flow is determinedby the ratio of the distancebetweenparallel
platesto their half-length.In the ice streamapplicationthis
curvaturewould be determinedby the ratio of icestreamwidth
to ice streamlength.The curvatureof slip linesin indenting
flow is determinedby the shapeof the die driven into the
plasticplate. In the ice streamapplicationthe die shapeis

wherer0 is the lateralplasticyield stressin shearand 0 _<k _<
1. The ice streamcouplingfactor k describes
couplingacross

related to the ice stream surfacevelocity field when it penetratesthe ice shelf.As is shownby Figure 2, this velocityfield

For the lastterm in (82) the positivesignappliesfor extending icestreamflow,and the negativesignappliesfor compres-

is equivalentto a flat die. For icestreamsthe rate of extrusion
flow is determinedby the dynamicsof convergingflow at the
headof the ice stream,the rate of extendingflow is determined
by the dynamicsof lateral flow from glaciatedareasbetween
ice streams,and the rate of indentingflow is determinedby the
dynamicsof divergingflow when the ice streammergeswith
the ice shelf. These dynamicsare controlled by ice stream
geometry,whichis determinedprimarilyby basalconditions.
Hencea directstudyof surfacedynamicsis an indirectstudyof

the side boundaries of the ice stream. Note that the stress

components
areindependent
of x andy whenthe icestreamis
uncoupled
acrossitssideboundaries
(k = 0). Theconstant
f is
determinedby the value of k.

sive ice stream flow. When an ice stream mergeswith a con-

fined and pinned ice shelf, extendingflow predominates
upstreamfrom the icestreamgroundingline andis causedby
lateral flow from the ice dome to the ice stream, and compres-

sive flow predominatesdownstreamfrom the ice stream
groundingline and is causedby lateral flow from the ice
stream to the ice shelf. This lateral flow is along flow lines
whichcrossthe stationarysidesof the icestreamand isequiva-

lent to deformationof a plasticslabwhen the rigid parallel
platesare being either forcedtogether(extendingflow) or
Advectiveflow in longitudinalprofile for an ice streamis forcedapart (compressive
flow). Extendingflowexistsalong
akin to the plane strainproblemof a long thin slab flowing the entire ice streamif its floatingtongueis unconfinedby an
downa gentleslopeunderits ownweight.The plasticitysolu- ice shelf.

basal conditions.

tion for this problemhas beengiven by Nye [1951]. FurtherWhen massbalancein the ice streamis neglected,the equamore,viscoplastic
solutionshavebeenprovidedby Nye [1957] tions of surfacevelocity for the ice stream are
for ice frozen to the bed and by Weertman [1957] for ice
floatingabovethe bed.Thesetwo solutionsare modificiations

smooth
rigidfor
parallel
plates,compressed
respectively,
rough plates
being
of
solutions
amaterial
between
rough
and
coupledto the material and smoothplatesbeing uncoupled

from the material.They applyat the beginningand at the end
of an ice stream, respectively,assumingthat the ice stream
formsby progressive
uncouplingfrom the bed until it floats.
Thesetwo solutions,therefore,help definethe boundaryconditionsfor an ice streamsolution.Figure 18 illustratesthe slip

I

grounded ice

floating
ice

grounding
line

SLIP LINE

FIELD

line field and laminar flow line field that such a solution is

expectedto predict. The segmentsof mutually orthogonal
cycloidsconstitutethe slip line field for the ice domecoupled
to the bed at the head of the ice stream. In the ice stream this

sliplinefieldgraduallyisconvertedinto an orthogonalslipline
fieldconsisting
of concentriccirclesandradiallinesconverging
at the ice stream-iceshelfjunction. The slip line field then
convertsto a square grid intersectingthe top and bottom
surfacesat 45ø angleswhenthe icestreambecomesafloatand
mergeswith the ice shelf.

FLOW

LINE

FIELD

Fig. 18. A longitudinalprofileof sliplineandflowlinefieldsin ice
streamsaccordingto plasticitytheory.The ice streamhasa free top
surfacefor both its groundedand its floatingportion, sothat linesof
maximum shearstressmust meet the surfaceat 45ø angleseverywhere.
However,the icestreambasechangesfrom a rigid boundaryon the ice
sheet side of its surface inflection line to a free boundary on the ice

shelfsideof its basalgroundingline. Linesof maximumshearstress
meetthe rigid boundaryat 0ø or 90ø anglesandmeetthe freeboundary at 45ø angles.Hence the slip line field in the ice stream is a
A cross an Ice Stream
continuous
changefrom orthogonalcycloidsin the icesheetto orthoice-bed
Consider the surfaceof an ice stream midway betweenits gonalstraightlinesin the ice shelfand reflectsprogressive
uncoupling.The flow line field in the ice streamconsistsof straight
head,whereextrusionflow predominates,and its foot, where lines parallel to the ice stream surfaces,provided ice thicknessis

c. SurfacePlasticStressand VelocityFields

indentingflow predominates.
The planestrainstress-velocity constant and no accumulation
plasticitysolutionfor this regionis equivalentto that of a base of the ice stream.

or ablation occurs at the surface and
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strain stress-velocitysolution for this region is equivalent to
the deformationunderits own weight of a plasticslab lying on
a flat rigid bed, as describedby Nye [1951] and illustratedin
Figure 20. For an ice stream the bed varies from perfectly
rough at its head, whereice-bedcouplingis strong,to perfectly
smoothat its foot, whereice-bedcouplingvanishes.The stress
equationsfor an ice stream having constantthicknessh and
slope 0 are
(a•/ro) = -k(z/h)

cot 0 4- 211 - k2(z/h)2]•/2

(a•/ro) = -k(z/h)
(a•lro)

,

-6r,.

-4v•

-2v.

0

:zr'o

4v•

6v,)

STRESS
(crij)

u-a

i

u-2

i

04

VELOCITY

Fig. 19. The stressand velocity fields acrossthe surface of an ice
stream.The stresstensora,; has longitudinal, transverse,and horizontal shearcomponentsa,,, o-y,and trxy.The effectivestressr reachesa
maximum ro at the sidesof the ice stream.The longitudinalvelocityu
reaches a maximum

U at the center line of the ice stream. Variations

of

a, and a,, are independentof the viscoplasticpropertiesof ice, but
variations of a, and u are not. Hence a• and u variations are shown for

severalvalues of the viscoplasticparameter n in (98), ranging from
perfecti• viscousflow (n = 1) to perfectlyplastic flow (n = oo).Note
that r = ro is the plasticyield stress',and this fixesthe positionof the
ice stream sidesfor n = oo.Extendingand compressiveflow existsfor
valuesof a, to the right and left of the a,, line, respectively.
The surface
stressand velocityfieldsextendto the basefor the floating portion of
an ice stream. The velocit• profile is for homogeneousdeformation.
However, viscoplasticinstability insuresnonhomogeneous
deformation which would sharpenthe velocityprofile toward the sidesof the
ice stream, as shown for Byrd Glacier in Figure 2.

u = U + V(x/A) + V(2/k)[l - k2(y/A)2]

v = -5vO:/:t)

cot 0

(88)
(89)

= k(z/h)

(90)

wherero is the basalplasticyield stressin shearand 0 < k < 1.
The ice streamcouplingfactor k describescouplingacrossthe
bottom boundary of the ice stream. Note that the stresscomponentsare independentof z when the ice streamis uncoupled
acrossits bottom boundary (k = 0), since k is zero for ice
floating abovethe bed and unity for ice frozen to the bed.
For the last term in (88) the positivesignappliesto extending ice stream flow, and the negativesign appliesto compressive ice stream flow. When an ice stream mergeswith a confined and pinned ice shelf, extending flow predominates
upstreamfrom the ice streamgroundingline where0 < k < 1,
and compressiveflow predominates downstream from the
groundingline wherek = 0. However, if the floatingportion of
the ice streamdoesnot mergewith an ice shelfor if it punches
through an ice shelf into open sea, k = 0, and extendingflow
characterizesboth the groundedand the floatingportion of the
ice stream.

Including massbalancein the ice stream,the velocity equations are

u = U 4- W(x/h) + W(2/k)[1 - k2(z/h)2]•/2

(91)

w = 5-W(z/h)

(92)

(85)

where w is the ice velocity parallel to z and W is the net ice

(86)

accumulation

rate on the ice stream surfaces. Note

that u is

independentof z and becomesinfinite when the ice stream is
where u is velocity in the x direction, v is velocity in the y uncoupledacrossits bottom boundary (k = 0). The surface
direction, U is the surfaceflow rate through a transversecross velocity U includesany basal sliding.
section,and V is the surfaceflow rate through a longitudinal
The longitudinal velocity field through the ice stream is a
cross section along the side of the ice stream. Note that u is quarter ellipsegiven by the equation
independentof )' and becomesinfinite when the ice stream is
uncoupledacrossits side boundaries(k = 0).
The longitudinalvelocityfield acrossthe ice streamsurface
is a half ellipse given by the equation
This equation describesthe forward bowing f' during time t of
a straight line initially of length h and parallel to z, where f'
appliesto a point on the line for which (z/h) remainsconstant.
The velocity profile is therefore a quarter ellipse having a
This equationdescribes
the forward bowing• duringtime t of
semimajoraxis(h/k) and a semiminoraxis [h2 - (Ut)2]/k(Ut).
a straightline initially of lengthA and parallelto y, whereeach
Note that the velocity profile becomesindependentof z as k
• applies to a point on the line for which (y/A) remains decreases.
constant, so that (A/k) and [A2 - (Ut)2]/k(Ut) are the semiPlasticity theory is inadequate when k = 0 becausethe
major and semiminoraxes of the half ellipse.Note that the
longitudinal velocity becomesinfinite, and its lateral and vertivelocity profile becomesless dependenton y as k decreases.
cal profiles become indeterminate.¾iscoplastictheory based
Equation (87) is the ice stream equivalent of the deformation
on the flow law of ice must therefore be applied.
profile derived by Hill [1964, p. 234] for compressionof a
plastic slab betweenflat rigid parallel plates.
e. TheIce Stream CouplingFactor and
ViscoplasticInstability
d. CenterLine PlasticStressand Velocity
FieldsAlongan Ice Stream
.
Stress,velocity, and slip line fields presentedthus far are
Considera vertical plane along the centerline and midway based on the theory of plasticity, for which n = co in (27).
betweenthe beginningand end of an ice stream.The plane However, ice is a viscoplasticmaterial bestapproximatedby n

h2-(Ut)2+(1- )•/2 + k

A2_(Ut)
2+(1- )x/2+ k-

=1

(87)

=1

(93)
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Fig. 20. The stressand velocityfieldsin a verticalcrosssectionalong the centerline of an ice stream.The stresstensor

a,j haslongitudinal,
vertical,andverticalshearcomponents
aT,az,andaxz.The effectivestress
r reaches
a maximumroat
the baseof the icestream.The longitudinalvelocityu reachesa maximum U at the surfaceof the ice stream.Variations of a•
and a• are independentof the viscoplasticpropertiesof ice, but variations of a• and u are not. Hence cr•and u variations
are shown for severalvaluesof the viscoplasticparametern in (98), rangingfrom perfectlyviscousflow (n = l) to perfectly
plasticflow (n = c•). The value of U resultsfrom internal icedeformationand doesnot includethe surfacevelocityresulting
from basal slidingof the ice stream. Note that r = ro is the plastic yield stress,and this fixesthe position of the ice stream
bed for n = c•. Extendingand compressiveflows exist for values of a• to the right and left of the a• line, respectively.The
center line stressand velocity fields apply only to the groundedportion of an ice stream, and the velocity profile is for
homogeneousdeformation [Nye, 1957]. However, viscoplasticinstability insures nonhomogeneousdeformation which
would sharpenthe velocitygradient toward the bed.

= 3. The similaritiesand differencesbetweenplasticand vis- Plastic
coplasticflow are emphasizedby normalizinglateral and verti(ax/ro)• = -(Po/ro)•(z/h) + 211 - k•'(z/h)•']1/•'
cal stressprofiles with respectto the maximum surfaceshear
stressat the sidesof the ice stream(ro)•, the maximum center Viscoplastic
line shear stressat the base of the ice stream (ro)•, and the
(ax/ro)•. = -(Po/ro)•(z/h) + 2[(r/ro)• •'- k•'(z/h)•']•/•'
maximumcenterline hydrostaticpressureat the baseof the ice
stream (Po)c, where the x axis is the center line surface flow Plastic
line:

(ay/ro)• = -(Po/ro)•(z/h )

(ro)• = pgA sin 0

(94)

(ro)• = pghsin0

(95)

(Po)•= pghcos0

(96)

For an ice streamof half width A, thicknessh, and slope0,
basedon (94)-(96), the surfaceplane strain stressesare given
by the following equations:
Plastic

(o'xlro) =

+ k(x/n) +

- k'Cv/n)']"'

Viscoplastic

(try/ro)• = -( Po/ro)•(z/h )
Plastic

(a•y/ro)• = k(z/h)
Viscoplastic

(a•y/ro)• = k(z/h)
There is no differencebetweenplastic and viscoplasticflow in
the o-yand O'xyexpressions,and the only differencein the ax
expressionsis the ratio (r/to) in their final term, wherer is the
effective shear stress.

Viscoplastic

(ax/ro)s = • + k(x/A) + 2[(r/ro)s2- k20,,/A)2]
•/2
Plastic

=

+ It(x/A)

=

+

Viscoplastic

Plastic

In view of the strong similaritiesbetweenplastic and viscoplasticflow emphasizedby theseequationsthe ice stream
coupling factor k developedfrom plasticity theory must also
be fundamental to viscoplasticflow. It should be related to
viscoplasticinstability acrossshear zone boundariesthat are
lubricatedby a strain-softenedice layer and to glacial sliding
acrossice-rock boundariesthat are lubricatedby a meltwater
layer. The slip velocityu• acrosstheseice streamboundariesis
[ Weertman,1964b]
u• = (to/B) 'ø

= k(y/it )
Viscoplastic

= k(y/it )
and the centerline planestrainstresses
are givenby the following equations:

(97)

where ro is the shear stressin ice at the boundary, B is a
boundary friction parameter,and cois a viscoplasticparameter. Note the similarity with the flow law for ice [Nye, 1957],
i = (r/A)"

(98)

where i is the effectivestrain rate, r is the effectiveshearstress,
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A is a rigidity parameter, and n is a viscoplasticparameter. glide, which terminatesin brittle fracturemore quickly than
Simple shearexistsin a lateral shearzone of width W along- ductile easyglide does [Higashi, 1969].The lateral rift zones
side an ice stream. Viscoplasticinstability in the shearzone extendingbeyond Byrd Glacier fjord in Figure 2 may have
reduces W and reducesA in the shear zone. Hence if u8 is the

meanslip velocityacrossW, (97) and (98) can be combinedto
give
(99)

This suggeststhe following formulation for the ice stream
couplingfactor:
k = W/A -• A nroø•/AB'ør•

(100)

beeninitiatedby tidal flexureof the portionof ByrdGlacier
afloat in the fjord. Once formed, the rifts could be maintained

by the differentialvelocitybetweenthe Byrd Glacier floating
ice tongue and the Ross Ice Shelf. This ice tongueremains
substantiallyuncoupledfrom the ice shelf for up to 45 km
beyondByrd Glacierfjord. Presumably,rift lengthincreases
as
the ice streamvelocityincreases,so that a surgingice stream
couldpunch througha sufficientlynarrow ice shelf.
Viscoplasticinstabilitychangesthe field of maximum surfaceshearstressfrom the one shownin Figure 17 to the one
shownin Figure21. In plasticitytheory,Figure21 showsthe
slip line fieldfor plasticslabscompressed
betweenrigid parallel plates,one plate beingperfectlyrough(k = 1) and the other
plate perfectlysmooth(k = 0). The plasticslabsare the lateral
shear zones of width W alongsidean ice stream where viscoplasticinstabilityhascreatedstrain-softenedice. The central
zone of the ice stream movesas a rigid slab betweenthese
shearzonesif laminar flow predominates.However, if either
extendingor compressiveflow existsin the centralzone, it will

For completecoupling,k = 1 and W = A. Viscoplasticinstability has not occurred,so there is no strain-softenedice,
and homogeneousdeformation allows sirfipleshearto extend
from the sidesto the center line of the ice stream. For partial
coupling,0 < k < 1 and 0 < W < A. Viscoplasticinstability
has createdstrain-softenedice zonesof width W alongsidethe
ice stream,and nonhomogeneous
deformation confinesmost
of the simpleshearto thesezones.For no coupling,k = 0 and
W = 0. Flotation uncouplesthe basalboundaryfrom bedrock,
betweenfrictionless
and fracture uncouplesthe sideboundariesfrom slow-moving deformlike a plasticslab compressed
ice or rock walls, so the ice streamhas free surfacesat its base plates. These plates would be the lateral shear zones. Comand sideswhen k = 0. Hence W = 0 becausesimple shear paring velocity profiles acrossAntarctic and Greenland ice
streams [Swithinbank, 1963; Carbonnell and Bauer, 1968]
vanishes.

The slip velocity u8 can have a componentdue to shear
within W and sliding across W when 0 < k < 1. In the
Weertman[1964b, 1969]theoryof glacialsliding,B ccA and w
= n for a frozen ice-rock boundary, and B ocAR: and w = •(n
+ 1) for a thawed ice-rockboundary,wherethe bed roughness
factor R is the ratio of the average dimensionof bedrock
projectionsof a givensizedividedby the averageseparationof
theseprojectionsand is assumedto be constantfor all sizesof
projections.Sliding acrossice streamboundariesis increased
by reducingA and R, which decreaseB in (99). ¾iscoplastic
instability reducesA by strain softening.Frictional heat reducesA by raising temperaturebelow the pressuremelting

shows that the width of the lateral shear zones decreases as ice

velocityand ice temperatureincrease.This is possibleonly if
these increasesresultedfrom viscoplasticinstability which
createdan easyglideicefabricin the shearzones.The distribution of maximumsurfaceshearstresses
shownin Figure 21 is
the resultand can thereforebe expectedduring an ice stream
surge. Weertman [1969] believesthat these fast-movingice
streamsare indeed surging.
g.

ConvectionFlow in Ice Streams

Convection flow in an ice sheet may arise from vertical
densityinversionscausedby the increasein ice temperature
point and reducesR by increasingmelting at the pressure toward the bed [Hughes,1976]. The ice streammodificationof
melting point. Increased melting thickens the basal'water ice sheet convection would arise from horizontal density
layer, which lowersR by drowningthe smallerbedrockprojec- gradientscausedby an increasein ice temperaturestoward ice
tions and leads to ice-bed uncoupling sufficientto cause a streams.In both casesthe increasein temperatureis dueto an
glacialsurge[Weenman, 1969].Completebasaluncoupling,of increasein frictional heat generatedby sheardeformation.If
course,requiresthat R -- 0 and that the ice be floatingon the frictional heating at the base and along the sidesof an ice
basalwater layer. Hence an ice streammust be afloat whenk stream does indeed make the ice stream significantlyhotter
= 0 at its bottom boundary.Equation(97) is invalid whenan than adjacentice, the ice streammay rise en masseas a rigid
ice stream becomesafloat, becausero = 0 when R = 0 and new slab,owing to buoyancyeffects.Orowan[1965]has analyzed
the similar problem of a hot slab risingin the earth'smantle,
boundaryconditionsapply.
and his analysisis easilymodified for ice streams,as is shown
f
TheIce Stream CouplingFactor
in Figure 21. Consideran ice stream in a shallowsubglacial
and SurgingIce Streams
bedrocktrenchendingat the continentalshelfmargin,as is
Complete lateral uncoupling also requires that the ice the casefor the major ice streamsin West Antarctica.As the
stream become afloat, because fracture cracks in the lateral
ice streamflows toward the ice sheetmargin, frictional heat
shearzonesalongsidethe icestreamcanthenfill with water for expandsice in the verticalshearzonesalongsidethe ice stream.
all depthsbelow sealevel.This water exertsa positivehydro- Buoyancythen movesthis hot ice upward, to be replacedby
staticpressureat the crack tip (water beingmore densethan colderice movingin from the sidesby normal advectiveflow.
ice), so that the tips can migrate toward eachother from the. To apply Orowan's analysis,if d is the thicknessof hot ice in
top and bottom ice stream surfaces[Weenman, 1973]. Tidal the shear zone and h is the thickness of the ice sheet, the
flexureof the floating ice streammay be responsiblefor frac- temperaturedifferencet5T betweenthe shearzoneand adjacent
ture along the lateral shearzonesas W -, 0 if the ice stream ice needed to cause ice stream convection is
sides remain grounded either on bedrock or against fjord
•T = [(1 + •r/2)W + 3d]ao/ogdWav
(101)
walls. Lateral tensile stressesay causedby tidal flexureare
normal to lateralshearstresses
axywhichcreatedthe easyglide where d < h, W is the width of the shear zone, p is mean ice
ice fabric in the lateral shearzones.Henceay resultsin hard density,g is gravityacceleration,aois the yield stressof ice in
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Fig. 21. Thefieldof maximumshearstress
in an icestreamwhenadvective
horizontalflowin thesurfaceplanviewand
convectiveverticalflow in the transverseprofileviewsare influencedby viscoplasticinstability.In advectiveflow,
longitudinal
strainratespredominate
towardthecenter,wheretheshearstress
trajectories
areorthogonal
straightlines,and
shearstrainratespredominate
towardthesides,wheretheshearstress
trajectories
areorthogonal
cycloids,
creatingfourpole and single-poleice fabricsin widths23,and IV, respectively,separatedby transitionalice fabricsin widthsA - 3,- IV.

For an outletglacier,2A isthefjordwidth,andthemaximumshearstrainratemayoccuralongthefjordwalls,sothat IV is
halfthewidthshownhere.In convective
flow,verticalshearbuoysonlythe lateralshearzonesif widthsIV aremuchhotter
thanflankingiceandbuoystheentireicestreamif width2A ismuchhotterthanflankingice.If thethickness
of coldsurface
iceiscomparable
to thethickness
of hot basalice,thenconvection
flowmustalsodeformthecoldiceoverlying
thelateral
shear zones. Hot ice is dotted.

uniaxialcompression,
andat, is the volumethermalexpansion perfectly plastic material is ao -• 1.0 bar. However, ao -• 10
coefficient of ice. As the ice stream accelerates with increased

bars for a hard glide fabric, and ao •- 0.1 bar for an easyglide

convergent
flow and basalslidingtowardthe icesheetmargin, fabric. Equations(101) and (102) are plotted in Figure 22 as
frictionalheat from longitudinalstrain ratesmay make the •iT/ao versusW or L for d = 1 km, which is the approximate
entire ice streamsufficientlywarmerthan adjacentice to be ice thickness when ice streams first become visible on the surface. Typical widths of major West Antarctic ice streamsare
buoyedupwarden masse.In this case,(101) reducesto

in therange25km < L < 50-km,forwhich0.3ø < •iT < 0.1ø
•iT = ao/ogLav

(102)

where d = h and L is the width of the ice stream. This is the

interestingcase.Since an ice streamis groundedbelow sea
level and becomesafloat when it reachesthe sea, en masse
uplift from convectionwill causeseawater to rushin underthe
ice streamand uncoupleit from its bed.An ice streamsurge
shouldresult [Hughes,1976].
For axesx horizontal along the ice stream,y horizontal
acrossthe icestream,andz vertical,viscoplastic
instabilityand
the advectiveshear stressaxy create a single-maximumice
fabric in the shearzonesalongsidethe ice stream,the optic
axesof ice crystalsbeingcloselyparallelto the y axis.This is
alsoan easyglideicefabricfor the convective
shearstressazy,
sotheyieldstress
will bemuchlessthanfor randomlyoriented
ice crystalsin which both easyglide and hard glideoccur.The
yield stressusually assignedto ice when it is treated as a

when d = h and ao = 0.1 bar. The ice stream should rise en
masse under these conditions, because•iT/ao is lowest when
the width of the hot ice slab is greatest.Hence an ice streamof

width L >> W is more easilybuoyed upward than ice in its
lateral shear zones of width W, unless shear zone ice is substantially hotter than ice in the ice stream as a whole.

Of course,the surfacetemperatureof an icestreamin a layer
of depth (h - d) is comparablewith the general surfacetemperature, which is substantially lower than temperatures
deeperin the ice stream.Therefore(101) must be usedif (h d) -• d, and valuesof •iT/ao in Figure 22 are too large for ice
streamconvectionbecausethe buoyancystressmustovercome
not only the low-yield stressin hot flanking ice favorably
orientedfor verticalshear,but alsothe high-yieldstressin cold
overlying ice not favorably oriented for indentingflow. Ice
streamconvectionis possibleonly if (h - d) << d, sothat (102)
applies.
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terms of viscoplasticinstability. As with other problems in
glaciology,viscoplasticinstabilitycan be analyzedby usingthe
tensorforms of the equilibriumequations

ß

3 a,j/3j + pg• = 0

(103)

the compatibility equations

i,j = }(Pu,/Pj + Pu•/Pi)
100

•

W range

•

=

(104)

the constitutiveequations

L range
,.

i• -- (r'•-x/,d'•)• '

(105)

and the boundaryconditions,where
$T1½
o

•'

(oC! bar)

= •

-•6•ann = •

- 6t•P

(106)

and

r = (}a,•'a,•')x/:

lO

'

where i, j, k = x, y, z in succession
and representmutually
orthogonalcoordinates,• are componentsof the stresstensor, •' are deviator stresscomponents,• are normal stress
components,r is the effectivestress,P is the hydrostaticpressure, i• are componentsof the strain rate tensor,g• are componentsof the gravity accelerationvector, ut and u• are componentsof the velocity vector,p is density,n is a viscoplastic
parameter,A is a rigidity parameter,and 6• is the Kronecker

Eq. (102)

1

10

(107)

100

delta(6• = 1 wheni = j and6t• = 0 wheni • j). Seethe book

by Nye [1960b] for a comprehensiveintroduction to tensor
theory and the book by Paterson[1969] for application to
Fig. 22. Thermal conditionsfor ice stream convectionaccording
to plasticity theory. The temperaturedifference6T neededto buoy a glaciologicalproblems.
Viscoplasticinstability in Byrd Glacier can be studiedby
slabof hoticehavinga yieldstress
aovariesaccording
to thevalueof'
ao, the width of the hot slab, and the thickness of cold ice above the
applying(103)-(107) and the proceduresdevelopedby Thomas
slab. Valuesof 6T/ao are givenby (101) if the cold icelayer is thick and [1973a, b] to the data in Table 1. Take the origin of coordiby (102) if the cold ice layer is thin. If the hot slab is confinedto the
natesx, y, z at sea level halfway acrossthe velocityprofile in
lateral shear zones alongsidean ice stream, it has widths in the W
Figure 2, with x horizontalalongthe Oord,y horizontalacross
range,but if the hot slab is the entire ice stream,it haswidthsin the L
range.
the Oord,and z vertical abovethe Oord. From (103), assuming
•xz • •yz • O•
•ex/•X • -(•e•y/•y)
(108)
WIDTH

6.

a.

(km)

THE BOUNDARIES OF ICE STREAMS

Viscoplastic
Instabilityand

•%/•y • -(•ex•/•x)
•a,/•z

the Side Ice Stream Boundaries

A comparisonof the surfacevelocityprofile acrossseveral
East Antarctic outlet glaciers [Swithinbank,1963] with the
surfacevelocity profile predictedfor homogeneous
flow in
Figure 19 showsprogressively
pooreragreementasoutletglacier velocityincreases,sheardeformationbeing increasingly
confinedin increasinglynarrow zones alongsidethe outlet

• pg

(110)

Theseassumptions
are basedon the observation[Giovinettoet
al., 1966]that the velocityprofile in Figure 2 was measured
acrossthe floatingportionof ByrdGlacier.Hencefreesurface
boundaryconditionsprevailat z = h andz = H, whereh and
H are the ice thicknessesabove and below sealevel. Assuming
that ice is incompressible,

glacier.Nonhomogeneous
flowresults
if viscoplastic
instabildx+ dy + •, = 0
ity hasrestricted
mostof thesurfacevelocitygradientto relativelynarrowshearzonesalongside
icestreams.
ByrdGlacier From (105), (106), (107), and (111),
has the fastestvelocityand, as shownin Figure2, a velocity
profileleastlike that predictedby Figure 19.
Viscoplasticinstabilityalso generatesfrictionalheat where
sharpstraingradientsexistbecauseice deformationis intense.

(109)

(111)

2r• = ax':'+ •'• + •'• + 2(ax? +
= •x,2 +

ß ß

•]2 +

+
+
+ [(i,x/ix)ex']
Ice temperaturerisesin suchregions,providedthe iceis below
its pressuremeltingpoint.As is shownby Figure 15,the strain
=2(1 + a + a • + •:)•x'
(112)
rate of ice in a givenstressregimeis increasedwhenits temperature increases.Henceviscoplasticinstabilityconcentratesthe where (iy/ix) = a, (;,/;x)=
-(1 + a), (;xy/ix)= •, and
velocitygradientat the sidesof an ice streamby creatingan (iy•/ix) • (;•x/ix) • O. From (105) and (112),
easy glide ice fabric at an elevatedtemperaturenear these
boundaries.
ix• = (r•-'/A•)ex•'
The shapeof the Byrd Glacier velocityprofile in Figure2,
2 1/2
=
+
+
+
fundamentallydifferentfrom ice streamvelocityprofilespre= [(1 + a + a: +
(11
dictedby (85) andshownin Figure 19,will now beanalyzedin
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From (104), OUx/Oy = 3;xy= 2•xy for simple shear. Assume
ffxy' = (y/A)ro, where r0 is the yield shear stressalong the
fjord walls and A is the half width of the glacier.For simple
shear along the fjord walls,
n--3

ux= 2Gvdy
=2
-

•.

.

(ro/AA )nyndy
(m/day)

(n+ I)•'•-•A'•A
'•
(An+•
- Y•+•)
4

n+

: u0

-

(114)

(bar
yr
l/n)
3
2

where u0 is the velocity along the ice stream center line. This
solution assumesthat A, n, and (1 + a + a •' + B•')/•' are
independentof y.
Strictly speaking, (114) applies only when the glacier behaves isotropically and deforms homogeneously.This means
that A and n are constant in (114). In fact, ice is highly
anisotropic,and nonhomogeneous
deformationresultingfrom
viscoplasticinstability should causeA to decreaserapidly as
the four-pole ice fabric developedby the predominanceof ax
toward the centerof Byrd Glacier is transformedto the singlepole ice fabric developedby the predominanceof axy toward
the glacier sides(see Figure 4).
To illustrate the consequencesif strain softening due to
viscoplasticinstability is ignored, take A = 12.8 km and u0 =
2.25 m/d as the half width and maximum velocity of Byrd
Glacier at section Y - Y' in Figure 2. When (114) is solvedby
using thesevaluesand the resultsare comparedwith the observedvelocity profile, Figure 23 showspoor agreementfor n
= 3 but fair agreement for n = 9. One might therefore conclude that ice is much further to the plastic end of the viscoplastic spectrumthan it actually is.
When strain softeningdue to viscoplasticinstability is considered,then (114) must be modified. Take X as the half width
of the central region in which a four-pole ice fabric approximates isotropic conditionsthat allow homogeneousdeformation for ax and u0- ux as the maximum velocitychangeacross
this region. Setting A = Ax for 0 < y < X gives

I

1

0.4

•'-

0.2

0

10

5

0

5

i0

'

ß

y (kin)

Fig. 23. The Byrd Glacier velocity data related to viscoplastic
instabilityand strainsofteningalongsidean ice stream.Longitudinal
surfacevelocitiesu, acrosssection Y-Y' in Figure 2, reportedby
S,'ithinbanl, [1963] and shown as solid circles,are comparedwith
theoreticalcurvesfor homogeneous
flow, in whichthe rigidityparameter A is constantand the shearstressa.•,,varieslinearlyacrossthe ice
stream.Agreementis poor for n = 3, the measuredviscoplasticparameter of ice, and fair for n = 9, a nearlyplasticviscoplasticparameter.
Agreement is best for n = 3 if A and rr•, vary as shown, which is
expectedif viscoplasticinstabilitycreatesa four-pole ice fabric in zone
2X, a single-poleice fabric in zones W, and transitional ice fabrics in
zonesA - X - W. As is shown in Figure 4, strain softeningis much
more pronouncedin a single-polefabric than in a four-pole fabric.

Ton

(115)

where n, Ax, and (1 + a + a •' + •')/B•' are independentof y.
Take W as the width of the lateral shear zones, where the

:ux-•

•r,-•A a
w

1-

1(116)

wheren, Aw, and (1 + a + a 2 + B•')/• are independentofy.
From Figure 23, take 3_= 12.8km asthe total half width, W
= 2.0 km and ux = 1.90 m/d as the width and maximum

highly anisotropic single-poleice fabric results in homo- velocityfor anisotropiczonesalongsideByrd Glacier in (116),
geneousdeformation for ffxy,and uxas the maximum velocity and X = 8.0 km and u0 - ux = 0.01 m/d as the half width and
in this region. Furthermore, the velocity data near the' fjord maximum velocity change for the isotropic central zone of
walls in Figure 23 suggestthat ffxy' = To is a constant yield Byrd Glacier in (115). Theseequationsthen give the best fit
stressacross W. Setting A = Aw for X < y < A gives
with the observed velocity profile at section Y-Y' of Byrd
Glacier if Ax • Aw acrossa transition zone of width A - (X +

u•= f 2txy
dy= 2fA(
•. +
l+a+
-

•'•-•A2
w

- (A- y)

(ro/Aw)
• dy

W) = 2.8 km. Note that (114) for n = 9 fits the observed
velocity profile almost as well as (115) and (116) with n = 3.
This suggeststhat homogeneousplastic flow closelyapproximatesnonhomogeneous
viscoplasticflow. Hence the fact that
many glaciologicalproblemscan be solvedto a good approxi-
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mation by assumingthat ice is a perfectly plastic isotropic
From(108),lettingLz = H + h betheicetonguethickness,
material is a direct result of viscoplasticinstability in poly- o bemeanicedensity,
andOwbemeanwaterdensity
gives
crystallineice.
1
Velocitiespredictedby (115) and (116) are identicalify =
is placed in the transition zone at the point where Ax = Aw.
Outside this zone, from (113) and (114),

-=

Aw'•

Xux- ux
Ax
[(n+l)W(uo
)']•/"

Ow

(117)

Theforceopposing
spreading
alongx isFx.LettingL• = 2A

givesa relationshipbetweenex and F, of

Substituting(117) into (116) and solvingfor ro give

[ (n+
l)/Y•-•A'•(Uo-Ux)
.]•/'• (118)

e,-

I

ro-• 2(1+ a + a' + •')•'•-•/'},

Assumethat i, and iy are constantacrosssectionY-Y' and
are the values averagedbetweenthe groundingline and the
fjord mouth in Table 1. Obtain the variation of ixy across
sectionY-Y' from (104) and the velocityprofilein Figure23.
Thesestrainratesgivea = 0.61 and• = 31 for y > ?,.Take A
= 12.8 km, X = 10.0 km, Uo= 2.25 m/d, ux = 2.24 m/d, n = 3,
and Ax = 4.75 barsyrTMfor y <5X, assumingthat this part of
Byrd Glacier has ice fabrics and temperaturessimilar to the
Ross Ice Shelf [Thomas, 1971]. Then (117) givesAw = 0.16
and Ax = 0.78 bar yrTM,and (118) givesro = 0.42 bar. The
variationsof A and a,y for this analysisare plotted in Figure
23, wherea transitionfrom Ax to A,, in the vicinityof y =
gives the u, variation neededto match the observedvelocity
profile.
Setting W = A - X = 2.8 km in (100) givesk = 0.22 as the
viscoplasticcoupling factor. Hence the effect of viscoplastic
instabilityis to substantiallyuncoupleByrd Glacier from the
fjord walls, so that the glacierbehavesasthoughit were an ice
stream of infinite width. The instability theory developedby
Weertman [1974] for the ice shelf grounding line of a twodimensionalice sheetwill therefore apply to any fast-moving
ice streamdraining a marine ice sheet.In this theory, oncethe
instabilitycriterion is met, only boundaryconstraintsin the ice
shelf itself can preventcatastrophiccollapseof the marine ice
sheet.

-

LyL•

O'x
dzdy= LyLz (122)

Substituting(121) and (122) into (120) gives

&x=(l+a+az+•z)
Ip[hFx
(2 + o•)nAn

LyL•

(123)

where LyLz is the cross-sectionalarea of the ice streamat the
ice shelfgroundingline.

The two major restraintsexertedby a confinedand pinned
ice shelfon the ice streamare the shearingforceF• alongthe
icestream-iceshelfboundaryand the pinningforceFo exerted
by ice riseson the ice shelf. Therefore

Fx = F• + F,

(124)

In the work by Thomas[1973a]the expressionfor F• is obtained from (108); and sincethere are two shearzones,

'

Oy
)dxdydz
-• - r--•-ø
= -2roLzx(125)
A (h+ H)2Ax

wherex = 0 at the ice shelfgroundingline and (0O'xy/Oy)=
axy/y = ro/A is assumed.In the work by Thomas[1973b]the
expressionfor Fo was deducedfrom field data on the Brunt
Ice Shelf as

b. Ice Shelvesand the Front Ice Stream Boundary

F, '" k/r"
(126)
In his two landmark papers, Thomas[1973a, b] developed
the framework for treating all problemsin ice shelfdynamics, wherer is the radial distancefrom the ice risepinningpoint
including their interaction with ice streams.An ice shelf con- and the value of Fo at a given r in a givendirectionis deterfined in an embaymentand pinned at ice risesoffers consid- minedby constantsk and •. An ice risesignificantlyrestrains
erable resistanceto the ice stream when it becomesafloat, so
the forward motion of an ice shelf over an arc of approxiwill be lower than it would be for a freely floating ice tongue. mately 120ø upstreamfrom the pinningpoint.
In calculatingi,, Thomas[1973a] notes that
As was shownfor Byrd Glacier, viscoplastic
instabilitycan
from (105), ax' + ad = (ax - P) + (a, - P) from (106), and
greatlyreducethe restrainingeffectof F, becausea•y createsa
strain-softened ice zone that lubricates the ice stream-ice shelf
= -(ix + is) from (111) to obtain

boundary.However, Fo shouldstill be a major restraining
O'X
t •

O.x •

O-z

2 + (iy/G)

O'x •

O-z

2+ a

(119)

From (105), (112), and (119),
ix = (r"-•/A"

= [(1 + c• + c•' + [•2)(rt-1)/'/art]O'x
trt

A freely floating ice tongue spreadsas a result of a•, which is
the differencebetweenthe hydrostaticpressurein the ice and
the hydrostaticpressurein the water. Spreadingis retarded by
ax when the floating ice tongue is imbeddedin a confinedand
pinned ice shelf.

force because ax creates a strain-hardened ice zone that fans

out upstreamfrom eachpinningpoint. In fact, Thomas[1976]
hasshownthat ice shelfpinningpointsprobablyplay a decisive role in stabilizingmarine ice sheets.
Note that ix = 0 whenax = a, in (120). This situationexists
whenthe constraintsof the ice shelfexactlycancelthe driving
forceof an ice streammergingwith the ice shelf.Assuming
that thereare no icerisespinningtheiceshelfin thisregionso
that Fo = 0 in (124), the distancex from thegroundingline to
the point where shearbetweenthe ice shelfand the floating
part of the ice streamresultsin ix = 0 is obtainedby combining (123), (124), and (125):

x = (ogh/4ro)Ly

(127)
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Fig. 24. Crevassepatternsin an outlet glacierice streamrelatedto stresses
in the extending,laminar, and compressive
flow regimesof its grounded,tidal, and floatingportions,in a fjord of constantwidth. Longitudinal,transverse,and shear
surfacestresses
are ax, a,,, and axv and resolveinto principal surfacestressesax and a2. Transverse-shear
crevasses
in the
zoneof groundedicebecomepureshearcrevasses
in the tidal zoneand longitudinal-shear
crevasses
in the zoneof floating
ice. Shear-longitudinalcrevasses
also form in the zone of groundedice for outlet glaciersand for ice streamsin which
conservationof volume is not maintained by ice moving acrossthe sidesof the ice stream. Note that the envelopeof
longitudinal-shearcrevasses
is strongestalong the sidesand divergesin the downstreamdirection, but the envelopeof
shear-longitudinalcrevasses
is strongestalongthe centerline and convergesin the downstreamdirection.The compressive
flow zone in the floatingportion existsif the frictional drag alongthe fjord wallsexceedsthe gravity force pullingfloating
ice through the fjord. Therefore extendingflow existsin both groundedand floating ice if viscoplasticinstabilit•ylargel•y
uncouplesthe outlet glacierfrom the fjord walls by creatinga lubricatingband of strain-softenedice in the lateral shear
zones.

At section Y-Y' across'the floating part of Byrd Glacier,
lettingh -• 100m, r -• 0.42 bar, and Ly '-• 26 km in Figures2
and 23 givesx -• 140km. The distancefrom the ByrdGlacier
groundingline to the endof the longestlateralrift in Figure2
is x -• 97 km. Henceeitherpinningpointsexistin thisregion
so that Fv > 0, or F8 > 0 for about43 km beyondthe longest
lateralrift, or F8 > 0.42 bar alongthe rifts,or a combinationof
thesefactorsexists.In any case,r0 • 0.42 bar is expectedbeyond the endsof the lateralrifts whereviscoplastic
instability
shouldtransformthe strain-softened
icealongthe rifts into the
strain-hardened
ice typicalof ice shelves.That is, the singlepole ice fabric createdby trxyin simpleshearbecomesa fourpole ice fabric createdby trxin uniaxialextension,as shownin
Figure 4.

completely
accounts
forthelongitu•!inal
strainrate.In this
case the ice stream behaves as if its sides were free surfaces, so

that ay = 0 at the surface.On the other hand, let the icestream
width remainconstant.Then •y = 0, sothat •x = -•z by (111)
and ax' = -az' by (105). Then the ice streamthins(negative;•)
or thickens(positive i•) as •x is tensileor compressive.This is
the situation when an ice streampassesthrough a fjord where
no ice flows across its sides. In this case the ice stream behaves

as if its sideswere rigid surfaces,so that try' = 0 by (105) and
try '-- •trx at the surfaceby both (106) and tr• = P = 0 at the
surface.In generalboth the width and the thicknesschange,so

that0 < last -< 6la•l. The two extremes
are try= 0, if the ice
streamlaterallyexpandsor contractsto relievetrycompletely
as trx changes,and try '-- a,,/2, if the ice streamsidesremain

fixed regardlessof variations in a•.
Mohr's circlescan be constructedto givethe magnitudeand
directionof the maximumand minimum principal stresses
trx
The Hopkins[1862] theory of crevassepatterns,which has and a,., respectively,corresponding
to the valuesof a•, try,and
beendescribedand expandedby Nye [1952],assumes
that the trxy at various positionsy acrossthe ice stream plotted in
longitudinaltensileor compressive
stressis substantiallycon- Figure 18. Crevassesopen normal to principaltensilestresses,
stant acrossan ice streamor outlet glacier. Figure 19 shows with major cravassesnormal to a tensile ax and minor crethat thesestresses
generallydecreasefrom the centerto the vassesnormal to a tensilea,.. The relationshipsof tr• and tr,.to
side of an ice streamif flow is homogeneous.
However,vis- trx, try, and axy are
c. CrevassePatternsand the Surface
Ice Stream Boundary

coplasticinstabilitywill tendto makethe longitudinalstresses
more constant acrossthe ice stream becausethe easyglide ice

trl '-- trX 'j- fly) 'j- [{(fix -- try)2 + try 21/2
]

(128)

fabricdevelopedby trxytoward the sidesof the ice streamis a
hard glide ice fabric for trx. Hencestrain softeningfor trxyis
strain hardeningfor trx, and sincetrxydominatestoward the
sides,trx must increasein theseregions.This increaseoffsets
the decreasein Figure 19 and is predictedby the flow curvein
Figure 3. Thereforeviscoplastic
instabilitysuggests
that the
Hopkins-Nyecrevasse
theory is correct,so it will now be applied to ice streamsand outlet glaciers.
Considera parallelsidedicestream.Let its thicknessremain
constant.
Thent• = 0, sothat t• = -t.• by (111) andtry' = -try'
by (105).The effectof a tensileor compressive
tx alongthe ice

tr,. = l(trx + try) - [t(trx - %)•' + trxy"]
'/•'

(129)

stream is to make the ice stream contract (negative ty) or

Note that 2•/2axy= a,, when ax = 2ay and tr• = 0 or tr,. = 0.
Figure 24 showsthe three categoriesof crevassepatternsexpectedfor the three principalstresscombinations.
In the pure shear crevassecategory,tr,, = 0, so that try = 0

andI trxyl= tr•= -a,.. Crevasses
arelinear,arealignedat 45ø
to the ice stream sides,and gradually vanish toward the ice
stream center line where trxy= O.
In the extendingflow crevassecategory,trxis tensile,so that
tryis tensileor zero. Sincetr•y = 0 along the centerline of the
ice stream, trx opens primary transversecrevasses,and try
openssecondarylongitudinal crevassesin this region. As trxy

expand(positiveiy) because
the icestreamsidesaredefinedby
maximumslopesurfaceinflectionlines.This is the situationin increases toward the ice stream sides, these crevassescurve
Figure 18, whereice flowingacrossthe sidesof the ice stream becausethey acquire an increasing shear component. The
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portion whereungroundingoccurs,and the compression-shear
pattern should predominate in the floating portion. Photo
interpretationof ice streamcrevassepatternscan thereforein
principlebe usedto obtain an initial impressionof the location
and width of the ice dome-ice shelfjunction for a given ice
stream.In fact, ice streamdynamicsare rarely sosimple.Since
the aerial photographsare taken at an instant of time, they
show the location and width of the groundingzone at a specific point in the tidal cycle along the ice dome-ice shelf
junction. Ice thinningcausedby tidal flexuremay localizeand
magnify the crevassepattern causedby the transition from
extendingflow to compressiveflow acrossthe junction, especially if the widths of the tidal zone and groundingzone are
comparable [Thiel and Ostenso, 1961]. Tidal flexure stress

w

fields must therefore
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f

also be considered.
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PHOTO INTERPRETATION OF ICE STREAMS
USING ERTS 1 IM^GER¾

a.

ViscoplasticInstability in Ice

and Glacial Crevasse Patterns

)
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Fig. 25. Map showing locationsof preliminar• Landsat image
mosaicsassembledfrom ERTS ! photographyover West Antarctica
and adjacent parts of East Antarctica.

primary crevassestherefore meet the ice stream sides at an

Theoretical investigationspresentedin the precedingsections can be field testedthroughthe useof aerial photographs
taken from artificial satellitesin polar or near-polar orbits.
The theoretical investigationsrelated crevassesin ice streams
and outlet glaciersto viscoplasticinstabilityin polycrystalline
ice and reachedfive conclusions.(1) Slow steadystatecreepis
unstable becauseit is controlled by hard glide, which is a
condition of viscoplasticinstability between transient and
transitional creep. (2) Transitional creep begins with viscoplasticinstabilityat the upperyield stressand occursduring
recrystallization from an ice fabric in which the strain rate is
controlled by hard glide to one in which the strain rate is
controlled by easy glide. (3) Transitional creep endsin fast
steady state creep at the lower yield stress,which is stable

becauseit is controlledby easyglide.(4) Fractureis expected
anglebetween45ø and 90ø, dependingon the relativestrength in zones of viscoplasticinstabilitybecauseof the accelerated
of ax and axyalongthe sides.The secondary
crevasses,
being strain rates which accompanyice recrystallization.(5) Fracorthogonal to the primary crevasses,would meet the ice ture causestransversecrevassesalong a grounded ice stream,
streamsidesat anglesbetween0 ø and 45ø, dependingon the shearcrevasses
along ice streamsides,and either longitudinal
relative strengthof try and rrxy.If as becomescompressive or transversecrevassesalong a floating ice stream, depending
toward the ice streamsides,however,the secondarycrevasses on whether or not it mergeswith a confinedand pinned ice
will die out with increasingdistancefrom the centerline. For shelf. Crevassesare among the more easilyrecognizablefeaexample, in the caseof an ice streamwhosewidth is unaffected tures in the Landsat image mosaicsreproducedin Figure 26.
by ax variations,asis compressive
when2x/•axy> ax = 2ay. These mosaicswere obtained from ERTS 1 photographs
In thecompressive
flowcrevasse
category,a,,iscompressive, through the courtesy of W. R. MacDonald and the United
so that O-yis compressiveor zero, and axyis the only stress StatesGeologicalSurvey.The indexmap givestheir locations.
componentcapableof makinga• tensile.Sinceaxy= 0 along Southardand MacDonald [1974] and MacDonald [1976a,b, c]
the centerline of the ice stream,no tensileprincipalstresses have describedERTS 1, presentedmaps of the polar areas
existin thisregion,sono crevasses
canform. However,as a,y coveredby ERTS 1 spaceimagery,and givenexamplesof how
increasestoward the sides of the ice stream, shear crevasses image mosaicscan be used to improve mapping, monitor
havinga compressive
componentcan open.The compressive meteorologicalconditions,and studyice dynamicsin the Antcomponentbendsthe shearcrevasses
in the oppositesenseto arctic.
that expectedby a tensile component,so that the crevasses Figure 26 presentsreproductionsof preliminary Landsat
intersectthe ice streamsidesat an anglebetween0ø and 45ø. imagemosaicsfor West Antarctica and the adjacentparts of
These crevasseswill not form until a• is tensile, which occurs East Antarctica which are important in addressingthe queswhen 2•/•O'xy> rrx = 2try.
tion, 'Is the West Antarcticice sheetdisintegrating?'
UnfortuAll but a few West Antarcticice streamsare absorbedby nately, areasin latitudeshigher than 80øSare not scannedby
confinedand pinnediceshelves,and soit is expectedthat their ERTS 1, and some of the details in latitudes which are scanned
grounded portion (0 < k < I in (88)-(90))will experience have been lost in the reproductionprocess.In the discussion
extendingflow and their floatingportion (k = 0 in (88)-(90)) which followsthe original imagemosaicsshouldbe examined
will experiencecompressive
flow. The surfacecrevassepattern when the featuresdescribedare not visiblein Figure 26. The
should changeaccordingly.To refer to Figure 24, therefore, original image mosaicsare in the 1:500,000 to 1:1,000,000
the tension-shearpatternshouldpredominatein the grounded scalerange, for which crevasseand flow patternsin the Antportion, the pure shearpatternshouldpredominateacrossthe arcticicedome-icestream-iceshelfsystemare clearlyvisible.
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Fig. 26a. Victoria Land coast;scale,1'1.000,000.

Fig. 26. Reproductions
of preliminaryLandsatimagemosaicsassembled
from ERTS I photographyover West
Antarcticaand'adjacentpartsof EastAntarctica.Thesereproductions
werereducedfrom 1:500,000to 1: 1,000,000scale
imagemosaics
providedthroughthe courtesyof William R. MacDonaldand the UnitedStatesGeologicalSurvey.The
preliminaryLandsat(ERTS) imagemosaicswerecompiledby W. R. MacDonaldunderexperiments
conducted
under
USGS/NASA proposalSR-149,'Cartographic
Applicationof ERTS/RBV Imageryin PolarRegions,'JanuaryI, 1972.
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Fig. 26c. McMurdo Soundregion'scale,1'500,000.

the tidal zone may be several kilometers wide, enough to be
detectedby ERTS 1 imagery. Bandsdo appear around Roosevelt Island and Berkner Island in Figures 26d and 26j. These
According to the tidal flexure analysis in section 4, a islands are known grounded ice domes surrounded by the
primarytidal flexurecrevasse
is expectedalongthe grounding Rossand Filchner-Ronneice shelves,respectively,so it is quite
lines of ice shelvesand floating ice streamsor outlet glaciers, possiblethat the bands representzones of tidal flexure crewhere the angle betweenfloating ice and the sea floor is ex- vassesaccentuatedby shear crevassescausedby ice flowing
pectedto be large,so that to and fro oscillationsof thejunc- around thesedomes.Hence suchbandsin the ERTS 1 imagery
tion during tidal cycleswill be small. Secondarytidal flexure may identify other grounding lines for these ice shelves.Figcrevasses
on the ice shelfmay occur in zonesparallel to the ice ures26e, 26f, and 26g show similar bandsalong West Antarcshelfgroundinglines,crevassedepth decreasingin successivetic coastsin the Amundsen and Bellingshausenseas,where ice
zones.Only one or two zonesof secondarytidal flexurecre- shelvesabut glaciatedislands.These bands are also probably
vasseshavebeenobserved[Swithinbank,1955]. By themselves, zones of tidal flexure and shear crevassesalong ice shelf
tidal flexurecracksare small, but they may perturb the general grounding lines [Thiel and Ostenso,1961].
stressfield enoughto causemassivestressrelief via crevassing Surfacecrevassesidentify the major ice streamswhich feed
in the tidal zone. Hence the band of intensivecrevassingalong the ice shelves fringing West Antarctica. These ice streams

b. Distinguishing
Ice Shelf Grounding
Lines by CrevassePatterns
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Fig. 26d. RooseveltIsland-Mount Siple.

.

Fig. 26f. Thurston Island-Thwaitesarea; scale, 1' 1,000,000.
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Fig. 26i.

Ellsworth Mountains; scale, 1'500,000.
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Fig. 26k.
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Filchner Ice Shelf.

beginon the ice domesand end in the ice shelves,so they are
partly groundedand partly afloat.Transverse
groundinglines
for the floatingportionscannotgenerallybe detectedacross
ice streamsbecausethe anglebetweenthe ice shelfand the sea
floor is often so small that groundingoccursacrossa broad

row with minimal tidal oscillationbecausethe angle between
the ice shelf and the bed is a maximum

on the sides of bedrock

channelserodedby ice streams.Tidal flexureis thereforemaximized, and tidal flexure crackswill probably localize shear
crevassesin rifts alongside the ice stream. These rifts will
zone that oscillates with the tide. Tidal flexure is therefore
disappearupstreamacrossthe transversegroundingzone of
minimized,and any tidal flexurecrackswhichdo form would the floating ice stream, allowing this zone to be located even
probably be indistinguishablefrom transversecrevasses though transversetidal flexure crevassesmay not exist in the
causedby extendingflow in the ice stream.However,longitu- zone. When this logic is applied to West Antarctic ice streams
dinal groundinglinesalongsideice streamsare generallynar- in Figures 25 and 26, it seemsclear that Carlson Inlet in
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Figures 26h and 26i is probably a forked ice stream, with
KealeyIce Riseat the fork. HenceFletcherIce Riseseparating
Carlson Inlet from Rutford Ice Stream is a groundedlobe of
the West Antarctic ice sheet.Kealey and Fletcher ice risesare
not true ice risescompletelysurroundedby the Ronne Ice

olds are exceededin theseboundary regions. If the ice shelf
narrows by calving, the ice stream can punch through it. If
viscoplasticinstability occursin its lateral shearzones,strain
softeninglargely uncouplesthe ice stream along its sides.If
relative sealevel risessufficiently,the ice streamgroundingline

Shelf because the bands identified

will retreat over the bedrock

with tidal zones do not

surroundthem completely.
c. DistinguishingOutlet GlacierIce
Streamsby CrevassePatterns

Ice streamsbecomeoutlet glacierswhen they flow in fjords
throughcoastalmountainsbecausean ice sheetusuallycovers
coastal islands but not coastal mountains.

Hence ice streams

that becomeoutletglaciershaverock sidesinsteadof icesides.
However,supposethat an ice streamhas rock wallspartway
up its sidesand icewallsthe restof the way up. Doesit behave
like an outlet glacier?A practical decisioncan be made by
comparingthe observedsurfacecrevassepatternwith the patternspredictedfor freeand rigid sideboundaries.As shownin
Figure 24, these crevassepatterns are identical except that
longitudinalcrevassesform during extendingflow in outlet
glaciersbecauseice pulls away from the rock walls. Without
rock walls, ice would move laterally to replace the lateral
contractionresultingfrom longitudinalextension.Transverse
crevasses
denoteextendingflow for both ice streamboundary
conditions.

Hence if an ice stream has both transverse and

longitudinalcrevasses
in the sameregion,this regionis behaving more like an outletglacier,sothat its sidesare boundedby
subglacialmountainscloseto the surface.
This is an importantresultfrom analyzingcrevasse
patterns
becauseoutlet glaciersgenerallycrossa high bedrockupward
step when they passbetweencoastalmountains,even if the
mountainsare subglacial,whereaslow bedrockup-downsills
usuallyexist where ice streamspassbetweencoastalislands.
The retreat of an ice shelf groundingline which accompanies
surgesof ice streamsis halted by a high bedrocksill or step.
Hence an outlet glaciersurgeis stabilizedby its high bedrock
step,but other ice streamsurgescan propagateinto the heart
of the marine ice sheetunlessa high bedrock sill existsin the
ice stream channel.

Both Thwaites

Glacier

and Pine Island

Glacier in Figure 26f and Stancomb-WillsGlacier in Figure
26k have punchedthroughtheir confiningice shelffringesand
seemto be surgingicestreams.Why havetheir groundinglines
not retreated inland to create huge ice shelvescomparableto
the Ross and Filchner-Ronneice shelvescreatedby surgesof
the ice streamsin Figures26d,26h,26i, and 26j?The answeris
that Thwaites, Pine Island, and Stancomb-Wills glaciers are
outlet glaciericestreamspassingbetweensubglacialislandsor
mountains,as revealedby their longitudinal crevasses.
Hence
high bedrock sillsor stepshave probably checkedgrounding
line retreat.

d. Monitoring CalvingBay Stability
From Crevasse Patterns

Calving bays developwhen an ice streampunchesthrough
the ice shelffringingmarineportionsof an icesheetand begins
to surge.ERTS imagery can be usedto monitor calvingbays
when they develop,and the crevassepatternsthat developwill
determinewhetherthe calvingbay existsin stable,unstable,or
metastable equilibrium. As is shown in Figure 27, an ice
streammergingwith an ice shelfat the edgeof the continental
shelf is stabilized by the buttressingeffect of the ice shelf,
frictional drag along the ice stream sides,and a low bedrock
sill where the ice stream becomesungrounded.The'ice stream

is in unstableequilibriumbecauseit will surgeif criticalthresh-

sill. The ice stream is in unstable

equilibriumif the resultingsurgecausescatastrophicretreat of
the ice stream grounding line and of the maximum slope
inflection line at the ice stream-ice dome junction because
theseretreatsdraw down the marine portion of the ice sheet.
The ice stream is in stable equilibrium when its retreating
grounding line stopsat the high bedrock step separatingthe
marine and terrestrial portions of the ice sheet. This step
usuallyoccursat the end of a fjord through coastalmountains
that often form the boundarybetweena continentalshieldand
a continental

shelf. The

ice stream

then

becomes an outlet

glacier. As is suggestedby Figure 1, Byrd Glacier probably
had this history.
Monitoring crevassepatternsfor the ice streamsin Figures
25 and 26 by using ERTS imagery over a period of yearswill
identify calving bays as they develop and will determine
whether they are stable, unstable,or metastable.At present,
stable calving bays are expectedfor outlet glaciersdraining
East Antarctica through the Transantarctic Mountains, unstablecalvingbays are expectedfor ice streamsdrainingWest
Antarctica along deepbedrock troughsin sectorsof the Ross
and Weddell seas,and metastablecalving bays are expected
for ice streams draining West Antarctica over low narrow
bedrock sills in sectorsof the Amundsen and Bellingshausen
Seas.This is becauseEast Antarctica is basicallya continental
shieldfringedby mountainsand West Antarctica is basicallya
continentalshelf fringed by island arcs.
Calving bayswere first describedby Hoppe [1948]in reconstructing deglaciation of the Scandinavianice sheet over the
Gulf of Bothnia. Calving bays fringe the West Antarctic ice
sheet because it is a marine ice sheet [Mercer, 1968] whose
margin is groundedfar below sea level. Ice streamstypically
drain marine ice sheets[Hughes,1973b, 1975a]and can easily
plow through normal pack ice covering polar oceans. Ice
streamsfringingmarine ice sheetshave an inherenttendency
to surgewhen relative sealevel exceedsa critical value [Weertman, 1974], and thesesurgescannot be containedby pack ice.
However, ice stream surgesmight be restrainedby an ice shelf
lying in a confiningembayment,frequentlygroundedon pinning points in the embayment and having a grounding line
thicknesscomparableto the ice streamthickness.In suchcases
a steady state calving bay extends along the ice shelf barrier
where icebergsare released.However, ice shelvesare nearly
flat, so that if minor warming of the air along the ice shelf
margin movesthe top surfaceequilibrium line above the calving barrier, this equilibrium line immediatelymovesfrom the
calving barrier to near the grounding line. Similarly, minor
warming of the ocean along the calving barrier can causea
major retreatof the bottom surfaceequilibriumline underthe
iceshelf.Thus ice shelvesexistin metastableequilibrium;their
calvingmarginsare stablefor smalltemperatureperturbations
but becomeunstablewhen a critical temperatureperturbation
is exceeded.When this happens,a formerly steadystate calving bay becomesa catastrophiccalving bay that migrates
landwardor seawardin responseto a critical degreeof climatic
warming or cooling.
Landward migration of a catastrophiccalving bay brings
the calvingbarrier of an ice shelf closerto its groundingline.
Eventually,the surgingice streamscan punchthroughthe ice
shelf becausetidal flexure-lateral shear crevassesalong the
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Fig. 27. The development
of a calvingbay from an icestreamsurgein the marineportionof an icesheet.Successive
stagesareshownin (left) surfaceplanand(right)longitudinal
profilepairsproceeding
fromtop to bottom.Whiteareasare
groundedice, dottedareasare floatingice, black areasare seawater,checkedareasare bedrock,and line segments
are
surfacecrevasses.
Thisicestreambeginsasan outletglacierin a fjord throughcoastalmountainsandcontinuesacrossthe
continentalshelfto mergewith an iceshelfbeyondthe continentalslope.Ice streamerosioncreatesa bedrockstepat the
rearof the fjord anda bedrocksill at the front of thecontinental
shelf.A calvingbaybeginswhenthe icestreampunches
throughthe iceshelfandsurges.
The surgedrawsdownthe icesheetsothat the iceshelfgroundinglinemigratesoverthe
low bedrocksill, sweepsacrossthe continentalshelf,retreatsinto the fjord, and stopsat the high bedrockstep.The
retreatinggroundinglineconvertsthe marineportionof the icesheetinto an iceshelf.A calvingbas followsthe retreating
groundinglineandsections
the iceshelfinto tabularicebergs
alongcrevasses
createdby stress
fieldsin theicestreamand
along the ice shelf margin.

sheet.Hence a relativelyminor climaticfluctuationalong the
ice shelfcalvingbarriercan unleashglacialdynamicprocesses
Glac{erand the RossIce Shelfin Figure2. Ice streamsurges independent of climate that cause calving bays to
carveout the livingheartof a marineice sheet.
arethenno longereffectivelycontainedby the iceshelfandcan remorselessly
increasetheir velocitymanyfold.The acceleratedsurgerapidly Eachstageof this processcan be monitoredfor WestAntarc-

floatingpart of the icestreamuncoupleit from the iceshelffor
considerabledistances,as shown by the rifts betweenByrd

draws down the marine ice sheet,allowing the calving bay to

follow the ice streamgroundingline into the heart of the ice

tica from ERTS 1 imagery.The transitionfrom a steadystateto
a catastrophiccalvingbay is recordedas a massivefluctuation
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of an ice shelf calving margin. An ice streamsurgeis recorded
as a rapid increasein surfacecrevassedensity. An ice stream
punching through an ice shelf is recorded by the changing
pattern of surface crevassesas extending flow replacescom-

pressive
flow in t:hefloatingportion.Disintegration
of the
West

Antarctic

ice sheet is recorded

as retreat

of crevasses

along the grounding zone of its fringing ice shelves.

stable, and metastable components.In general, short-term
variations, such as the influence of tidal cycles on the ice
dome-ice shelf junction, cannot cause irreversible perturbationsof the systembecausethey reversebeforethe system
can fully respondto their effects.Long-term variations,such
as the isostaticresponseof bedrock to absolutemigration of
ice dome-ice

stream surface inflection

zones or ice shelf-ice

This review subscribesto the researchstrategyoutlined by
Fletcher [1972] for studying dynamic systems.In his strategy
the critical questionsto be answeredare in order.
1. What are the most energeticparts of the system?
2. What factors force the motion of theseparts?
3. Are any of thesefactors subjectto time variations?
4. What physicalprocessesare associatedwith thesevaria-

streamgroundingzones,can causeirreversibleperturbations
of the systemeven if the variations are slow. Hence the ice
dome-ice stream-ice shelf systemis probably fundamentally
stable for short-term variations and fundamentally unstable
for long-term time variations.This is the condition of metastable equilibrium. If the West Antarctic ice dome-ice
stream-ice shelf dynamic systemexists in this condition, a
critical questionis what scaleof time variations of what forcing factorsirreversiblychangesthe energybalanceof the.sys-

tions?

tem.

5. To what extent can theseprocessesbe describedquantitatively?
6. What observational tests can be designedto evaluate
conceptsof how the dynamic systemworks?
Ice streamsapparently dischargenearly 90% of West Antarctic ice into the sea, particularly ice feeding the Ross Ice
Shelf [Hughes,1972a,pp. 31-32]. They are probablythe most
energeticparts of the Antarctic ice sheet[Hughes,1973a,pp.
56-67]. They are alsothe mostlikely partsto becomeunstable
and causea surgeof the ice sheet[Hughes,1973a,pp. 26-47].
Instability probably originatesalong the maximum slope inflectionlineswhich separatethe ice streamfrom the ice dome
[Hughes,1973a,pp. 48-67] and along ice dome-ice shelfjunctions which separatethe groundedand floating portionsof ice
streams [Hughes, 1973a, pp. 68-85]. Inflection lines and
grounding lines are probably the most energeticparts of ice

The physicalprocesses
associated
with time variationsof the
forcing factorswhich move the ice dome-ice stream-iceshelf
systemcan be classifiedasexternaland internal processes.
The
external processesare climatic changesover the ice sheet
(changesin atmosphericalbedo, storm patterns,temperature,
precipitation,and solar input), tectonicchangesunderthe ice
sheet(changesin isostaticequilibrium, geothermalflux, episodic volcanism, and crustal plate migration), and oceanographicchangesaroundthe ice sheet(changesin seaice distribution, sea level, currents, temperature, and salinity). The
internal processesare changingflow patterns(resultingfrom
migrations of ice margins, ice streams,ice domes, and ice
divides),changingtemperaturefields (resultingfrom changes
in the distribution of meltwater over the bed, changesin bed
topographydue to glacial erosion-depositionprocesses,and
possiblyfrom changingthermal convectionregimesin the ice
sheet),and changingvelocitydistributions(resultingfrom the
changingflow patternsand temperaturefields).All the internal and external physicalprocessesinteract to create various
positive and negative feedback mechanisms in the ice
dome-ice stream-ice shelf system.
Quantitativedescriptionsof the feedbackmechanisms
must
rely on numericalmodelingusing high-speedcomputers.Finite difference modeling seems best suited for treating the
dynamics of the ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf system as a
whole, but finite elementmodelingpromisesto give a deeper
insightinto the most energeticparts of the system.Any phenomenon in nature can be analyzed quantitatively by using
two distinct approaches.On the one hand, the phenomenon
can be idealized and simplified so that an exact analytical
solutionto an approximationof the phenomenonis possible.
On the otherhand,the phenomenoncan be modeledsothat an
approximatenumericalsolutionto the actual phenomenonis
possible.In general, an analytical solution of the idealized
problem is necessarybefore a numerical solution of the real
problem is possible,becausethe major featuresof the problem
must first be understood.This is usually possibleif the prob-

8.

DISCUSSION

streams.

Factorsforcingthe motion of ice streamsare not well understood, but the main factor causingice streamsto move so fast
is probably a progressiveuncouplingof the ice from the bed.
Since all West Antarctic ice streamsare groundedbelow sea
level, a thickeningwater layer separatesthe ice from bedrock
as uncoupling progresses.The basal shear stresscannot be
transmitted acrossthis water layer, so the ice stream accelerates as the water layer thickens.A full-scalesurgeof the six
major West Antarctic ice streamsfeedingthe RossIce Shelf is
probably restrainedonly by their energydissipationin this ice
shelf [Robin, 1975]. The elevation difference along an ice
stream, the temperaturedifferenceacrossan ice stream, and
the convergenceof flow toward an ice streamare the factorsin
the vertical longitudinal plane, the vertical transverseplane,
and the horizontal plane, respectively,which cause the ice
stream to becomeuncoupledfrom its bed. But just how these
factorsoperateand interact is an unansweredquestion.
Time variations in the forcing factors pinpoint a critical
philosophical question, examined elsewhere[Hughes, 1973a,
pp. 14-29]. Is the ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf system in
fundamental equilibrium?If so, most time variations would
probably not lead to any massiveinstability in the system
becausethey would be reversible perturbations of a stable
regime. But is the ice dome-ice stream-ice shelf system in
fundamental disequilibriumand continually in searchof an
equilibrium state? In this case, some time variations would
probably changethe dynamicsof the whole systemin a fundamental way becausethey would be irreversibleperturbations
of an unstableregime. The true state of equilibrium for the
systemis probably a balance of stabilizingand alestabilizing
tendenciesinherent in dynamic systemshaving stable, un-

lem is idealized.

Hence this review outlines several idealized

solutionsfor problems related to ice streamsand their interactions with ice domes and ice shelves.

The observationaltests designedto evaluate conceptsof
how the ice dome-ice stream-iceshelf systemworks must rely
on proventechniques.Photo interpretationof Landsatimage
mosaicsis a new techniqueparticularly suitedto the studyof
ice streams.This review used this techniqueto test idealized
analyticalsolutionsof ice dynamicsproblemsassociatedwith
ice streams.Other major techniquesare studiesof absolute
surfacevelocitiesby geoceiverpositioning,surfacestrain dis-
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by shoalinginternalgravitywaves,J. Geophys.
Res.,79, 2237-2242,
tributionsby strain networks,bed profilingby radar sounding,
1974.
ice-bedcoupling by radar and seismicsounding,internal ice
structuresusinggeophysicalmethods(radar, seismic,and elec- Carbonnell, M., and A. Bauer, Exploitation des couverturesphotographiquesa6riennesr6p6t6esdu front des glaciersv•lant dans
trical resistivity profiling) and core hole drilling (ice fabric,
Diske Bugt en Umanak Fjord, juin-juillet, 1964,Medd. Grinland,
texture,density,and purity profiling),internalice dynamicsby
173(5), 1-78, 1968.
deep drilling (temperatureprofiles,deformation profiles, and Denton, G. H., and H. W. Borns, Former grounded ice sheetsin the
Ross Sea, Antarctic J. U.S., 9, 167, 1974.
basal sliding),and inflectionline-groundingline dynamicsby
Dieter, G. E., MechanicalMetallurgy, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1961.
measuringgravity, tilt, and elevation variations. These and Elbaum, C., The relation between the plastic deformation of single
other observationaltests of proven or potential worth and
crystals and polycrystals,Proc. Syrup. Naval Struct. Mech. 2nd,
107-120, 1960a.
their limitations have been discussedby Bentleyet al. [1972].
An ice streambeginsin an ice domeand endsin an ice shell Elbaum, C., Plastic deformation of aluminum multicrystals, Trans.
AIME, 218, 444-448, 1960b.
and sinceit transportsmostof the ice, it is in effectthejunction
Fletcher, J. O., Rumination on climate dynamicsand program manbetweenan ice dome and an ice shelf.This junction is the zone
agement,memorandum,Off. of Polar Programs,Nat. Sci. Found.,
where rock, ice, and water meet, so it is critically sensitiveto
Washington, D.C., July 18, 1972.
all three componentsof the earth's cryosphere-hydrosphere- Giovinetto, M., E. S. Robinson, and C. W. M. Swithinbank, The
regimeof the westernpart of the Rossice Shelf drainagesystem,J.
atmosphereclimatic machine. Ice sheetsgrow or shrink, sea
Glaciol. , 6, 55-68, 1966.
level risesor falls, and the atmospherewarms or cools, de- Glen, J. W., The creepof polycrystallineice, Proc.Roy. Soc.,Ser. A,
pendingon what happensin this zone. The ice dome-ice shelf
228, 519-538, 1955.
junctionis alsothe zonewhereglacialerosionstopsand glacial Goodman, D. G., H. J. Frost, and M. F. Ashby, The effect of impurities on the creepof ice In and its illustration by the constructionof
depositionbegins,especiallyin ice streams.It is thereforea
deformation maps, paper presentedat SixteenthGeneral Assembly
fundamentalthresholdin the glacialgeologicalrecord.Freshof the international Union of Geodesyand Geophysics,Grenoble,
water melted from the ice shelf or dischargedfrom under the
France, Aug. 1975. (Available from Cavendish Laboratory, Camice dome may form a continuouslayer above the heavier sea
bridge, England.)
water underthe ice shelf.Tidal pumpingof the ice shelfmight Hawkes, i., and M. Melior, Deformation and fracture of ice under
uniaxial stress, J. Glaciol., 11, 103-131, 1972.
thereforegenerateinternalgravity wavesin the stratifiedwater
Hendershott, M. C., Ocean tides, Eos Trans. AGU, 54, 76-86, 1973.
which are focusedat the ice dome-iceshelfjunction. Shoaling Het6nyi, M., Beams on Elastic Foundation,University of Michigan
of thesewavesalong the junction may be a major mechanism
Press, Ann Arbor, 1946.
for eroding both ice and bedrock via the abrasive action of Higashi, A., Mechanismsof plasticdeformation in ice singlecrystals,
in Physics
of SnowandIce, editedby HirobumiOura, instituteof
rock particlesentrainedin the water [Cacchioneand Southard,
Low Temperature Science,Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan,
1974].Bottom crevasses
alsoform alongthe ice dome-ice shelf
1967.
junction and can extend much further into the ice than top Higashi, A., Mechanicalpropertiesof ice singlecrystals,in Physicsof
crevasses
becausethey are floodedby water [Weertman,1973].
Ice, edited by N. Riehl, B. Bullemer, and H. Engelhardt, pp.
197-212, Plenum, New York, 1969.
Thesebottom crevasses,
filled with seaice, may be weak zones
in the ice shelf which help determineicebergcalving rates Higashi, A., S. Koinuma, and S. Mac, Plastic yielding of ice single
crystals,Jap. J. Appl. Phys., 3, 610-616, 1964.
alongthe iceshelfbarrier and thereforepartly controlice shelf Higashi, A., S. Mac, and A. Fukuda, Strengthof ice singlecrystalsin
stability [Hughes, 1974, 1975a]. Finally, absolute retreat or
relation to the dislocationstructure,Proc. Int. Conf. StrengthMetals Alloys 1967, 784-789, 1968.
advance of the ice dome-ice shelf junction will provide an
ultimate answer to the question, 'Is the West Antarctic ice Hill, R., The Mathematical Theory of Plasticity, Oxford University
Press, New York, 1964.
sheetdisintegrating?'[Hughes,1973b,1975a; Weertman,1974;
Holdsworth, G., Flexure of a floating ice tongue, J. Glaciol., 8,
Thomas, 1976].
385-397, 1969.
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